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In the theslOi I fe.nv© deaojpitjed cPalyele of resong^o© 
trgnsitions, molBly in nine eaiesion i^eetr©, -via, Zr V, 71, 
?II^ Wb TI y 711, TOtg IX eoid Ko 711* 7 i n | "ttiree of them 
ar© iso«leotimnl«s ^Ife ^ e neutral atoia of ^»t th3p0e otliej?s 
*Ath Br, two tdt^ S© apa one yA.^ As, 
SPh© baslo sspeots of atomic thooxy, involv©a in tli© 
spectral smalysBS, asfe gaffl®a?i?li5ea ift <3h^ter 1* I t inelaaes 
j^entuai mcehanioe of the Hn3!tree ana Hairtx»©#*Fo<ik rtethoast 
aefinition of Slater intagralg m& a 1)3?iof aesoxiption of the 
adoptationa. Oowsii introaaeea in the practical cos^ntations. 
After a word on transition proDaMlitiee m^ level pnritie©* 
Baien treatjaents of spectral reguiorities aire aecorihea at 
some lengtht hanaiing ieoelectronio eeqwenoes end his p o l ^ 
risetion formula ar« the main features of this section. 
Chapter 2 i s aevotea to a aetailea aiacneeion of the 
experimental aspeets, L i ^ t sources ana ^ectrographst usea 
at Orsay s^a in liana ©re cri t ical ly aeacrlhea lAth i l lnetra-
tiona, Sajaplos of spectre recoraea ana aetaile of their 
prooeseing are ei7en. Special attention i s paia to tlie 
T ^ 
trealffl^a* of apmttel line is tensl t ies m& tfe«lr tiae 1» 
eeperatliig out ths irariotts icmlBatio» etage© that oontribat* 
sliattltiPeously to the )?eeordea speotra* ^© d«soi?ib©a 
prinolpieB aire Trividdly illisstratisd, 
SpeotreH Analyse© are dcserlTsta e©e(uetic»»t«i©8# <!hB5)t©r 5 
s?€ivi0w8 19i0 p3?80ent state of Imo^efigo of th© Kr I*lllto 
speotsa Es? X-l»g XII 1>efore entsrittg iato a detailed fteoorip^ 
tlo« of laenHftoatioHS made Zw V- Ho VH nosr© pa3?tia3la3!a.y. 
Etiow]Mr@ltj©0 of al l ^ «i 1 levels of the varlotto p^e m& p fi 
ee«fi®iic%tiott8 ore tal3ulate«| their ealoulatea per©e»taio 
coH^ositiotis in tBm coupling a3?e given separately* l» ieo-
aleoti?onio plot of Ifceeo l ev^e i s also inoiudeA, 
^ e Br l-8e<3pieBe© i s reriewad i» Ch^ter 4 "before giving 
details of 4p-4d ePd 4p-5e lientifleatioiis in 2Sr ^ , Hh 711 
and t% ?1II, lEnoi© data on tha 4p%s levels i s flatted loo-
eleetrenicall^ In Fig, 4>1 and that on 4p^4d im gig. 4.2. A 
parametric analyeie of the observed hehsviours is made and 
the Iwtejv as well as intr&* oonfigaretion interaotions are 
dieeussed in detail* fh« Slater par»etere Involved in the 
ener®^ levels oonoetned are plotted m a function of 2 to 
illtiatrate Itoe above aentioned i^alyeie farther, ©le tooim 
energy levelet their pareaotere ^ d admiacturee are tabulated. 
fhe Chajjter 5 treats the S© l*aa^«i«»e on linee similar 
to Ohegpter 4. Here the structure of the grotmd 4p oonfigura* 
tion has aleo been plotted as a function of 2, along 'wlth 
those of 4s4p^» 4p%» end 4p*4d in ©eparate graph*. 35ie 
^ 
speetrs portlmlarly «e»oi?ibea as» 2r ?XI mt 1^ ITOT elong 
with f VI e»a Mo IX. 
Ife Ohept©s* 6| As l-ae^xmee I0 Uaplelly iwriei«ed eipa 
the %>^  - 4p^58 traasl t iowt as Identiflta in Sh IX, a:r# 
aeetsifihca with the h«Ip of e» energy level aiogrsffi, ^ e 
0pect2» of SP, Hb eipd Mo ai?© i?epi?o5tto©a on two pl«it00| 
ti?a»sltl.ons e3?e ©eJ^S. ^ e thesis ie ugeftaiy eppoBd^a hy 
l i s t s of idsntiflsa linos of thsso throe olsmen-to* A 
cousoXidatod l i s t of a l l references given ©ftey the Chapte5?» 
1-»6 i s provided «^ d eoples of six pahlished p^« r s eapo 
sttedtied at ^ e end. 
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1 ^ 
INTRODTJGTXOH 
In this thes i s , I will describe analysis of resonance 
transit ions, mainly in nine spectra^emitted hy many times 
ionized atoms of Ziroonitiia, HioMnia and Molyhdeniffli. fhey 
are 2r T, TI , VII, Kb VI, VII, VIII, IX and Mo VII, VIII, 
three of them are isoelectronic with the neutral atom of 
Er, three others with Br, two with Se g^d one with As» Work 
was reported by me f i r s t in I969, 70 m& V on these spectra, 
four of which were completely unknovffi Tip to that time, namely 
Zr V, VII ^ d Hb VIII, IX^ fhe Yttrium spectra belonging to 
these s6 fences , t V^ - VI, VII etc* as well aS Mo IX will be 
mentioned becaiiee their analyses are intimately connected with 
those of the above mentioned nine spectra, ^ d I have been 
associated vdth them too. But ihe description of these l a t t e r 
should be considered a part of review of the sequences, rather 
than the subject matter. 
My above-mentioned work was reported on the basis of 
spectra recorded in the liaboratoire de Ohimie Physi<jae, Orsay 
(Prance), Because of insufficient experimental f a c i l i t i e s 
then available to me, aE v;ell as due to the meager and often 
incorrect experimental data existing in the isoelectronic 
sequences concerned, there remained reasonable doubts about 
the Validity of some of my findings, I waited, therefore, 
to present th is thesis t i l l the position could be ascertained. 
The si tuation has vastly improved since then. We 
Viz 
vni 
recorded new spectrograms of Y, Zr, Nb aJid Mo on the 
grazing and noMnal incidence spectrographs of Itind Uni-
versity (Sweden), with the i r use prepared more accurate 
l ine l i s t s at Aligarh and advanced the work of spectral 
identifications to a considerahle extent. VLmy speotro-
scopists made rich contrihutions to the knowledge of these 
spectra as well as to spectra isoelectronic with them. 
Analyses of these spectra have heen extended in many cases 
to h i ^ e r configurations in elaborate maurner. In the recent 
analyses* improved theoretical calculations are used, that 
take into account interactions between levels of 4-s4p » 
4s^4p 4d and 4s^ 4p 5s configurations (k « 5,4 e t c . ) . 
Structure of these configurations, as knov/n today, i s not 
l iable to appreciable revision. I t i s therefore, proper time 
to present a consolidated apcount of the subject, 
fhis work i s being presented in two parts dealing with 
the basic material and the actual analyses respectively. 
The f i r s t chapter of par t I reviews the basic atomic theory 
that concern our analyses direct ly, Ifexperimental details of 
our work consti tute the subject matter of the second chapter, 
The part I I i s divided into four chapters 3-6, each of 
vihioh describes malyses of the spectra and the i r physios 
sequence wise. Latest values of the knov/n energy leve ls , 
thei r pur i t i es and parsoneters are tabulated with each chapter, 
Isoelectronic comparison are provided to j^dge the s tate of 
knowledge at a glance and to enjoy the spectroscopic aesthet ics . 
Identified transi t ions are assembled together element-vdse 
IX 
Za>Mo in tansies I , I I ^ d I I I at the end of the thesis, ' 
My contriMtion to th is work has tv?o-fold imporfcanoe, 
Ihe major part of 1 969-7t identifications has stood time 
t e s t . Almost a l l the 4pf 5a levels detexsnined from the 
4p-5s trgjfisitions assigned in the Br I»» Se 1-and As I -
segvences have got verified. My papers stiimilated world* 
^jlde in teres t in those sequences, leading to valuable addi-
t ions , extensions and revisions, many of whifeh were expl ic i t ly 
or implicitly suggested therein. 
Application of the accurate spectral analyses of many 
times ionized atoms to Astrophysics i s we-ll known since 
Bdlen identified the coronal l ines in early 1940s, and to 
^laema Dia®iostics since the inception of the suh^ect. 
VaCuyjB Ultraviolet lasers have made use of them in 1970s, 
Accur&te and complete data on a numher of h i ^ l y ionized atoms, 
including molyMeatim par t icular ly , have been demoded hy 
Pusion sc ien t i s t s recently,' 
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Chapter 1 THBORt 
Chapter 2 EXPERIKE3N5PAI, ASPECTS 
CHAPTER - 1 
THEORY 
1*1 Sohrodinger DflUfltlon for Atoms m&AiomJQ long 
All theoretical predictions in Atomic Physics are 
madi on the hasis of the general Schrodinger equation , 
i ^ ^ t < * f M . t ) - H t ( r , 0 , i g , t ) . . . (1.1) 
in usttal notations. If the waTe-function of i s of the form 
•r(r,9,p,^) » vL(r,9,0) e-^^*^ . . . (1.2) 
equation (1,1) reduces to the time-independent e<5Uation 
H u( r , e ,0 ) - B u(r ,0 ,0) . . . (1.3) 
where i « Y*'* • 
The hssniltonign H for an atom c ^ be written in 
general aa 
where the f i r s t term represents kinetic energy of the 
electrons involvedf second that of nucleus, third the 
interaction het\i;een electrons and protons, fourth that 
between protons ePd fifth between electrons. H represents 
spin-spin interactions aihd H spin-orbit interact ions. 
2 
^hfs •'•^  *^ ® hyperfine stradnire hsjnil toni^ and H ^ 
stsinde for a l l a^^itlonal effects l e f t out so far. 
BqUation (1,5) OEP not !» solved for suc!i a complicated 
haiBiltonlsin operator* Fortunately* i(j© can t rea t the nucleus 
as Concentrated at i t s center of mass (with mass A. i^d charge 
% in atomic uni ts) ^ d include the nuclear effects , that 
matter,in H^^ g^. 5?his slmplfies the third tenn of (1,4) to 
2 " ^ and the 4 term Tanishes, We can replg^e m "by Ui© 
a 
reduced mass /C(.« '^^^—, to condense the f i r s t two teiwis 
on the BHS of (1,4) i » t o - | L ? ' ^ tsiJcing into account a l l 
kinetic energy that matters to internal structure of the 
atom, 
1.2 Central Field Approximation 
The to t a l hamiltonian i s then developced into a 
convergent ser ies 
H t t H ^ H ^ ^ H ^ * , * * . • . • ( 1 « 5 ) 
We choose usually 
H^  .21- ^ r^ ji $. - x:ueva) ... 0.7) 
3 
^ Hg *» Hg^ m :^  ^ j I] ' ^ in jj-eoupling.' 
e tc , v^ere U(i^) i s a radial potential function, that 
approximates the nuclear coulomb potential a3 modified by 
the electronic cloud surrounding the nucleus, This defines 
3 
the 'Central Field Approximation.'^»^»^ 
Putting (1.6) into (1.3)# the ec(Uatlo» Can be separated 
Into radial m& angular factors , end the l a t t e r solves out 
in Spatial Harmonies 
i j (6,p) . P^(Cose)ve^^ , . . (1,8) 
without assuming more details about the potential U(rjj)5 
^ ( 6 , 0 ) are the sajne as for the hydrogen atom, m t h t l ielr 
help, qualitative term structure of configurations aJid 
Selection rules for various kinds of t ransi t ions ean 'on 
derived by the application of the theory of angular laomenta 
- 6«-8 
anil groups " . 
5?he radial equation can not he solved unless we assume 
a rea l i s t i c aiialytical form of ^(i"^)* eind no quantitative 
estimates of energy levels or t ransi t ion prohahl l i t ies can 
he made vrtthout radial solutions, Thomas-Fejsni model 
provides the zeroth approximation to atomic potent ia l . 
Neglecting the electronic structure altogether, i t predicts 
the general trend on the basis of iteimi-Dirac theory of a 
free electron gas. The potential Cp i® a solution of the 
differential equation'*^ 
-4^.CD-<)'/VV2, . . . (1 .9) 
dx 
where f a 2^<r)/Z,Zthe atomic number, 2L effective Z 
with screening and 
r 
( a y 4 ) Un^/2Zr^^ 
ao r^taY\(kr\'\ Jfc-Y Bokr ro^(hii^^!>' 
^ &v\ <xppYO sci vw a)c^vui. \-\ —> V\ f 
.ppv 
4 
1.3 Hf^ tff^ Q Kp^^l 
Por a move effective evaluation of the potential U(r) , 
there i s no other way out thaP to follow Hartree* s method 
of self-oonsistent fields'^•^•^. A wave-function ia set as 
a product of one-electron orhitgas of the electrons involved, 
Por th i s function, average value of the hsaniltonian is found, 
Then the variation principle i s applied to minimize the 
energy "by varying the one-electron orMtals , The fundajmental 
equations of the Hartree laethod are ©"btained as 
(1.12) 
P( r ) « r R(r) are one electron radial wave-functions and 
the potential energy is given hy • 2^ t^ for 
Equation (1.11) gives only the 'center of energy* 
for the configuration Hji^ lj^ . ^orm structure of the configu-
ration and then the Intervals within terms caP he estimated 
with the help of the Hamiltonia^is H^, H^ etc , averaged 
under the wavefunctions ohtaine4,a!bove. 
1*4 ^,lfl,t?r im i^^ ffl-ais 
Alternately, we can follow Slater modifications. He 
5 
taJces up H • H^  as the s tar t ing hanlltoniap, thus dispen-
sing \d.th the termEUCr^). The one-electron integral for 
the Centre of Energy of the configuration nl i s given in this 
formalism by 
• . . (1.13) 
This csli he Called B y . 
Ihe 2-electron energy contribution i s expressed in teims of 
the integral 
« 0 aC> 
R*(i3, ^) - \[ C i U ^ ) V j ^ ' ^ ' V I Y ^ ' I ' 
where a, and b,' .' are coefficients defined by Sla ter , 
For equivalent electrons (1.14) gives the e lec t ros ta t ic 
(Coulomb) part of energy in teiras of the symmetric integrals» 
F(n^l^j ^^^^) • R (13| i3) 
- \ j V i J ' i ' <jii<'2' ^.ai<'•1' Sij^ 'a ' 
- j lC+J^ ^1 ^2 ^''l *^2 •• • (''•''5) 
For non*equivalent electrons oXitisymmetric exchange Integrals 
are obtained as 
G 
(j^ 'Cn^ i^ s n^ip mi^ dun) 
J 1 \iii^'H'> \ii<'2^ \^^'^^ '^ liit '^a^ 
X ^^"^^^ rf rf dr- dr- . . . (1.16) 
In the general oaPe of intra-oonfiguration interactions> how-. 
ever, no simplification of (1.14) I s poesihle. 
The ind«K k ranges from the smallest to the largest v^^lue 
of the vector sum of I s concerned| i t i s a3i»tt«jseven In F^ ajid 
may be even or odd in Gt, hut the index of a l l (J has to be 
odd or even for a configuration or a set of configurations as 
It the Case may be. No such res t r ic t ion applies to R (viith 
irreducible 4 indices i j j r t ) . 
Term-intervals are calculated vdth the help of -^j^^ for 
individugCL electrons involved^, where 
^ 0 % « ! l i (1^*1/2) (1^+1) . . . (1.17) 
find 
? ^ 1 dUL 
5 ( r ) * 2^2Q2 r " d r ••• ^^'^^> 
Intervals obtained under different coupling schemes will 
natural ly be different from each other. 
1.5 H«rtree-EQ0k Method 
The product of one-electron orbi tals that i s used in 
set t ing up Hatree equation does not satisfy the antisymmetry 
7 
principle of DiraO, A aeterminatrtsal function or a l inear 
combination of deterrain^tal functions i^ouia, therefore, be 
used to represent the si tuation bet ter » ^ , The orbitals are 
then Varied to minimisue the energy of such function. 
Starting with the determinantal function 
CNO"^/^ 
0^(1) \J|(2) M^m 
UgCs) UgCir) 
. . . (1.19) 
of the spatial functions U^, -ttie diagonal fflatrix ooa^onent 
of the Hgffniltonigtn can be written as 
<H>av-r:|uiO) t'i^ i< )^^ '^' 
. . . (1.20) 
v;here 
f.^._^^_ ^ c^ v^ a . . . (1.21) 
The Hartree-Fock etjiations f inally arrived at am (explicitly 
written as 
' i . \ ft - "-\j. 
. . . (1.22) 
8 
i f thd 'X matrix caji be dlagoheiLizea under somt unitary 
transformation, 
B(5(uation (1.22) i s similar to (1,11) except for the 
fourth term on the former's MS. This can he regarded to 
represent, at the point 1 of the electron conoesned, the 
potential energy due to a charge distribution at point 2 of 
magnitude - . 
As i t i s a part of the exchange term In equation (1.22)» i t 
i s Called •exchgoage charge densi ty ' , 
The solution of the HF e<guatioB (1,22) provides the best 
wave function for evaluating the energy integrals F^, (J , R 
and B y , However they are so involved that Govrm t r ied with 
11 
good success an approximation method giving woiScable wave-
functions with considerable saving of the computer time. 
S l a t e r ' s replacing HP exchange term by the s t a t i s t i c a l poten-
t i a l energy function 
Tg(r) «>kg (24fA)^/^, . . . (1.24) 
[fir) being the local electron density, sind kg taken to be 
3/2 or l ] often introduced ambiguities, since (1.24) provides 
a poor approximattonto the Coulomb eelf-lnteraotion that dominates i 
the exchange term at large r . Cowan went back to e(jttation(1.11) 
9 
ajid approximated the 4 term on the Ii,H,S. by V (^r)+"V ( r ) , 
e B 
using 
v > ) ..ic^f r- .—^^^—1 (4-) [^-^^^^ .-. (1-25) 
as a generalization of (1,24)» so that 
f(r) • 1 J k.>y^ 
ho 
HT) m fir)" [min ( 2 , c D 0 ] f \ L ) , (1.26) 
/ 
,th P "being the electron density contritnition of the i electron 
^d co,^the rnmber of equivalent electrons C^i^j,)^^ ^""^ the 
configuration considered. Values of the constants lCj,kg,k» 
e tc , can he adjusted and are fixed after comparing HP resu l t s . 
Cowan Called i t •Hartree-plus S ta t i s t i ca l Exchange (HX) 
Scheme*. 
For heavy atoms (2>20 say) experiments show systematic 
departures even from vigorous HP calculations, mainly due to 
r e l a t iv i s t i c e f fec t s—that the usual corrections take into 
account to a certain extent. Any approximations are hound to 
increase th i s departure. Cowan has develop ed the method of 
scaling the calculated energy parameters on comparing them 
with experiment. Calculations are made for a rel iably well-
known spectrum, i^ , Cr, i r , 5 i i l ^^"^olveA are then f i t ted 
aP parameters into the experimental data, and the f i t t ed / 
calculated value ra t ios are obtained. In another analogous 
10 
si tuat ion, oaXculated energy integrals are scaled dovffi to 
these respeetive ra t ios before evaluating energy values. 
This semi-parajaetric ^proach has resulted in remarkably 
precise ah i n i t i o calculations of a large number of spectra 
(ref. 11 and Priv, Com.) 
1.7 grnnsition l>robabilitiefl and Level Puri t ies 
Wei^ted t ransi t ion probability for an electrio-dipole 
/ 1? 
t ransi t ion between two s ta tes -^ m& ^ i s computed as 
gA • 64« 0 a ? / ^ S <r^ 
«• 0.667 o-^gf per second . . . (1,27) 
-.1 
where o-^  i s the wave nionber (<sn ) of the spectral l ine in 
question, g the s t a t i s t i c a l w e i ^ t of the upper level in case of 
emission ssad. f i s given by 
r " 
oC J ^ , \ | ^<r ) l^jj/^'(r) ?v.^ dr . , . ( 1 * 2 8 ) 
o th 
r^ ^ i s the radial position of the 1 electron in Bohr uni ts 
and \^f fi^'£' are radial one-electron functions for the 
electron jumping between rf and 'y s ta tes ; they are the same 
as used for calculating F*^ , G e t c . Slater in tegra ls . 
When an energy matrix i s diagonal!zed by way of solving 
the equations (1»1l) or (1.22), physical energy levels are 
predicted as eigem-values. In the same process, eigen-vectori 
are obtained as wavefunotion solutions, which can be expressed 
iiJjterms of the basis s tates for the representation enrployed, 
11 
e.g. I<S, 'ii or j l . 
These eigen-vectors om "bear a posit ive or a negative 
sign, S<|Uares of the eigen-vector components measure •purity* 
of a s tate aJid are expressed in percentages, fhe largest of 
them i s often used as a symbol to represent the s ta te ; hut the 
con^jlete theoretical description of a s ta te or at leas t the 
mention of the main components <not l ess than 5^) are now-a-
days considered neeessaiy for the physical imderstanding. 
I t la clear from equation (1,28) that the sign of the 
eigenvectors v i l l centrihute to the intensi ty of a l ine involv-
ing them in i t s i n i t i a l and final s t a t e s . In tahles l ike 4.2 
or 5.2, the sign i s therefore retained as s^ important indicator 
t hou^ pur i t ies are expressed in squares. 5!hese positive and 
negative contributions to the intensi ty integral result in 
important cancellation effects, \iihen intensi ty of a full array 
of transit ions or some transitions in par t icular can gradually 
wawe or come to a minimum even abrf:iptl3r, as observed in case of 
3p • 3p 4d transi t ions of 9)4?", But these cancellations can 
also be a noticeable source of error in calculations of t r ans i -
tion probabi l i t ies , because the oigen*-components, in lAie rep-
resentation used, may not represent a true physical s i tuat ion. 
Cow^ has discussed th i s c(uestion in detai l • 
1*8 BgXen ^fffiatment gf Sp^,^yal|H?fflla?riti^Sa, 
No complex spectrum caji be analysed these days without 
the guidance provided by ab in i t io calculations j but the regu-
l a r i t i e s exhibited by the atomic spectra s t i l l remain very useful 
12 
to th is vork* 
Atomic levels aPd transit ions Taetween then have heen 
plotted isoeleetronieally to some advantage as early as In 
twenties ^, t u t the intervals expand so fast vdth increasing 
ioniaations that term valu« ^^-^^ vs Z plots do not show my 
thing more t h ^ approximal^ trends, Edlen, therefore, concen-
trated on studies of the Z-dependence of e n e r ^ levels and 
other atonic regalar i t iee so as to mske precis© coB^arisons 
possible . 
Bdlen advisee to pick up the pei^ectiisre l ines by obser-
ving the interval ^ d intensi ty correspondance directly on the 
photographic p l a t e s , So f^rfiilltate identification woric, transi-
tion frequencies o&n be ex t r^o la ted or interpolated on l ines 
briefly described below. After the analysis i s performed, 
level valiiss shotild be coa^ared on sensi t ive graphs. 
As the ionization potential i s almost never Icnown with 
the same aectiracy as the energy levels , loss of accuracy i s 
avoided in isoeleetronic comparisons by handling experimental 
level Values B^^j ^oeasured from the ground level rather than 
the tejsB values T^^A related to the corresponding series 
l imi t , 
The spectral no. of an atomic species can be denoted 
l^ y Zf ©.g. for the four times ioniaed Zirconium atom ZrV, 
th ?^  « 5 denoting that we are dealing with the 5 spectrum of 
Zr, which i s also the fifth member of Krl-setjuence. 
For comparison in such a sequence \ i j A As plotted 
against z { w Z - N + l for N electrons in the species) as 
13 
the f i r s t s tep. This replapee steep upward trends of 
B • z plots by downward slopes, already permitting use of 
larger scales. Succe^ful efforts have been made t h ^ to 
straigliten these curves or mg^e th^m almost horizontal for 
the h i ^ e r members of the sequence by adding a suitable 
constant *a* to a i f the plotted levels belong to a configurar 
tion of tiie groiind shel l in the ssime) •' 
If \m are dealing with a ecnfiguration nl tha t is not 
included in the ground shell (n different) , isoeleotronio 
plots turn upward for higher members of the sequence invariably, 
Bdlen and his students have suppressed t h i s trend considerably 
by subtracting from S^ ^^ j a hydrogenic tessn 
^ ^zHzTr - A ) or . . . ( 1 .29 ) 
+ h£^ (J L yi . . . (1-30) 
E 
Plott ing ( ^"^" ^ - zcTg) vs Z gives s l i ^ t l y be t te r r e su l t s . 
Sensitive Isoeleotronic graphs cain be drav/n in a 
variety of ways. If the structure of the concerned configurar 
tlon i s well-'knovfli a l l along the sequence, . . , level values 
can be expressed adv^tageously re la t ive to the configuration's 
own Center of Energy rather than the ground level . ' I f otherwise 
not the ^ o l e conflg»Aration, but one of i t s par t icular levels 
i s rel iably kno\m a l l along the sequence i t can be used as 
zero of the level energy scale. Pitted Slater P a r ^ e t e r s 
JP , Cr a?ia J^_ or the screening parameters have been plot ted 
in a variety of ways to achieve th is end ^. 
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I will f inal ly mention a situation of part icular 
practical interest to our work TT:^ "^^ 2 p lots for »nd* 
levels ( n denoting the ground she l l ) , show m aviJcwardly steep 
rise for the f i r s t few memhers of the se^enoe, hefore they 
become nicely behaving almost horizontal l ines . Workers, 
therefore, usually drop out these f i j ^ t few members from the i r 
16 — 
graphs • In Chapter 4-, I hare presented the known 4d levels 
of the full Br l-se(3ttenee, A different ordinate scale i s 
adopted for the f i r s t and second members, and the discontinuity, 
17 Caused inevitably due to m abrupt change in coupling ' , i s 
c learly indicated, 
pt^Qff, R^ffilayiti,^}!, 
tDhe n-dependence of term values P^^ ^^ j of a spectium provides 
the oldest known regularity of the atomic structure in the 
form of Rydberg ser ies . The ser ies l imit i s essent ia l ly 
involved here in computation? i t s €^curate detemination i s 
a p r e - r e ^ i s i t e , therefore, Bdlen has reduced the very fas t 
convergence of Ritz formula for the quantum defect by writing 
6 » a • bt • ct^ • , , , . . . . (1.31) 
The constants thus become easier to handle m^ the reduced 
term 
t m—rsr - (n*r^ ... 0.32) 
R^ 
Can be used as abscissa in Rydberg plots 6 vs (n*)*^. The 
series l imit i s calculated from smooth curves on using an 
1^ 
i t e ra t ive method i f three or more memhere of a Rydberg 
ser ies are known. 
E l a t i o n ( t ,31) i s very usefully applied to penetrating 
orhitsf non-penetrating hydrogenic orbi ts can he hgindled "better 
with Edlen'B polarization theory. I f the outer electron causes 
a siiffple dipole polarization to the atomic core, the eont r i -
hution of this effect to the tera Value i s 
A|> « 2! * Tg - A(Z) P(n , l ) . . . 0 . 3 3 ) 
vdiere % i s a hydrogenic terra, the difference between two of 
\*lch consti tute (1,30), A(Z) i s a pure function of Z and 
P(n , l ) a polynomial in n and 1 only. In most of the pract ical 
cg^es met with, (juadrupole polarization occurs} that i s accounted 
for in the relation 
^ ^ / ^ < n , l ) • ^^^^ • ^^^^ (iiT^A) . . . . (1.34) 
where B<2) i s another polynomial in Z and ct(n,l) in n end 1 
only. 
One of the useful ways of comparing ionization potentials 
i s , apart from isoelectronie methods, to use regular i t ies in 
periods where the same sub-shell i s being f i l l ed , e.g. th© 
spectra B3*S:to Zrilare isoelectronie with neutral atoms of 
&a to Kr, whose outermost shell involves 4p eleotrons(lc«1-.6), 
Plot of the f if th potential BrS"- 2rY shows a smooth curve. 
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2 J l^jk^j; Sgiap^ g^ a 
The l i ^ t source I used at Orsay produced condensed 
spaifcs under reduced pressure* fhe eleetr loal c i r cu i t 
employed i s shown diagramatically in Fig. 2,1* I t produced 
a half^wave rect if ied voltage^ var iable- l^rou^ m input 
TariaO froia aero to 100 KT» aJad charged a condenser of 
about 0,5yU^. ^ e ishole power supply was immersed in o i l . ' 
fhe condenser was connected extemally to the spark source 
throu#i a permanent 52 ^ inductor i^ose value could only 
he halved, 'She low tension electrode was connected to the 
body of the source <a»d the spectrograph, t^ i l e the hot 
terminal waB insulated through a ceramic jar» IPressure inside 
-5 the source was reduced at the time of sparking to ahout 10 
t o r r with the help of a rotary-hacked o i l diffusion pump, 
Spark gap varied between 1 &i& 2 cm* tJnder the normal wo23c-
ing condition, 20 sparks were produced per minute at about 
50 kV and 12 at 70*80 k7. ffhere was no way to control the 
Spark voltage. I t did not depend lauch on the spark gap 
and the pressure, perhaps hecause of the release of occtuded 
gases. At the beginning, i t operated soft and then hardened 
with time of use* I»ow power er ra t ic outbursts could take 






or above, external irioleftt discharges oould be observed, 
b) In %xm& 
Components of the pov;er 0upply stay In a i r In the 
Physics Department of Ifund University, fhe condenser 
consisted of 3 oapaOltors, about 0.15/UP each, connected in 
parallel* 5?he c i r cu i t and capacitor designing reduced to ta l 
indtictance in the discharge c i rcui t to a mininram of a few nH, 
snd a copper coil of 1-20 or more turns wound on a wooden 
fropie could be used to introduce a chosen additional amount 
of inductance into i t , 5»he spark gap used here was about 
4 mr*)only, and the source operated under a voltage of about 
45 IcT, At minimum induetaXiee in discharge c i rcui t th i s source 
could easily produce spectra of about 15 #lmes ionized atoms 
of Mo e tc . , where as at Orsay I t was hardly possible to eocelte 
the ninth spectrum, 
This 'open* spark source could be converted into a s l id-
1 2 
Ing spark one • in liund by Introducing m almost cubic 
alumina 'spacer* (each side about 5 mm) between the electrodes. 
Circular grooves were inscribed on opposite face of the cube 
ajid the ends of the electrodes maohined into sharp rims 
to f i t into these grooves. The cube was then cut off a t one 
side in an epute angle, so that the sparfc, sliding on the cut 
alumina surface,sent out l l ^ t direct to the spectrograph 
s l i t (Pig, 2 ,2) . 
Sliding sparks are produced under some value of the 
voltage adjusted between 8 and 15 kVj the spark frequency 
o w m (/) - • ^ 
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I s regulated through an ettevciel spark gap to be about 3 
per secona. The external spaik gap consists of two metell ic 
ba l l s , separated by a few mm a i r gap and triggered by a 
rotating hand. I t i s enclosed in a small wooden box to reduce 
noise. Even then , i t I s advised to use eaa>-proteetion while 
operating the source. 
Sliding spark source i s naturally less hot than the open 
spark, degrees of ftoniaation attained being res t r ic ted to 
3»8 depending on the sparking voltage, The spacer introduces 
l ines of impurity into the recorded spectrum. Alumina i s 
chosen for th i s purpose, because the known l ines of Al ^ d 0 
Spectra (Al II-VII and 0 II-VI) that appear on such spectro-
grsems c ^ be used to adv^tage as references in spectral 
m&aanrmnents» 
Howiadays, spectra of h i ^ l y ionized atoms are being 
produced by - and s-pinihes, Zeta and Tokamefc machines as 
well as energetic la3ea>.beam esxcited plasmas * , but the 
Condensed open spark source as described above remains s t i l l 
one of the hottest-^, 
2.2 St?eotrogra.-nhs and Spectral Recording 
a) At.,.,te.a.Y 
The spectrograph I mainly used at Orsay is the 2-m 
circular spectrograph Jaegle" constructed primarily to demons-
trate his theory of 2- Grating spectrography (Pig. 2.3), The 
annular enclosure consisted of a polished base end a very 
accurately polished inner (convex) circle of reference. 
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s i l e n t s of the speotapograph (Sp) l ike e l i t e , gratings, 
mirror, p la te holders can he plgc^d o» the Rowland c i r c l e , 
passing th rong the gtnmjlar space, \d.th the help of pointers 
touching the reference c i r c l e . Sparlr chsgaher of the l ight 
source i s f i t t ed into the epnulus in front of the s l i t s -
system, that consists of one iBai» s l i t facing the source m&. 
another wider s i l t facing the grating, n^ose height can he 
Varied 1-15 aan, fhis i s meant for controlling the width of 
the divergent l i ^ t heazn fal l ing on the grating, so that the 
illuminated area of the grating i s optimua for the wavelengths 
to he recorded under the angle of incidence used' , As1?lgtnatie 
focussing can he th i eved hy reducing the h e i ^ t , 
3?he enclosure could he pumped out to about 1o t o r r or 
bet ter reduced pressure with the help of two se t s of powerful 
oi l diffusion pmapB backed by a single rotary pump of suitable 
capacity. For laaliipulatlons, the parts conceasied o&n bd 
unscrewed and the spectrograph opened up with the help of a 
crane. An adopted telescope f mounted at the center of the 
Riiwlend c i r c l e i s used to adjust the radial d i s t ^ c ^ s correct 
to fraction of a micron and the orientation to seconds of en 
arc. 
fhis design provides a large f l ex ib i l i t y to the spectro-
graph! the 83^^e of incidence could be varied from about 
70** to 89^. 2?wo gratings, ruled on glass , were available 
to use — one *4th 576 lines/ram end the other with 1152 
lines/mm, I used the more dispersive one under 80° angle of 
incidence mostly to reduce grazing incidence aberrations ~— 
wave lengths shorter than 100 A° not being of in te res t . 
Nb spectrum 
8 spectral orders 
IfiPIPii n ill 1 tr erdra 
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Two film holders, eaoh extending to about 20 cm, were 
employed to cover the wave-length region 100-1^0 X in a 
niunber of exposures, tmt the shorter wavelengths lOO<X<4-00 % 
dominated h^oause of the ^pdrlmental conditions of recordf-
ing chosen, !Uhe region around 250 i appeared In dight 
successive spectral orders (Pig, 2 .4) , 2?he l ines belonging 
to different spectra orders were sorted out on considering 
the intensi ty and dlspersltm (about 0.7 ma/% at!X«250 %) 
as i l lus t ra ted in Pig, 2 •4-0/. 5he spectra was recorded on the 
then experimental Se 5 s(hd So 7 films of KodaJc Paths ' which 
are many times faster thssa SWR pla tes of Eastmaja Kod^ and 
even more then Ilford Q» but ^ I c h use much coarser grains 
than the l a t t e r s . 
A certain number of inherent defects in the design of 
th is Orsay spectrograph hmp^r I t s advantages very badly,' 
They are the followings-
( i ) Spectrograph elements cannot be r ig idly fixed in 
posit ion. The refined optical adjustments for which a 
unique proTpdsion exis ts in iSxie spectrogrecph, therefore, 
get los t gradually, or some times abruptly^ at the time of 
evacuation end/or a i r entiy, despite precaution being taken, 
( i i ) The plate-holders in use were very orudly designed, 
more so, because photographic material on p las t ic films was 
used instead of glass p la tes . Him distort ions thus 
to ta l ly marred the good resolution otherwise obtained, 
b) jKJm^ 
The legendry 5-m grazing incidence spectrograph, 
Separation ot 
y.UdW5u„i. 
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Prof. Edlen used in Uppsala i s well known in the 
l i t e r a tu re , I t i s schematically shown in Pig, 2 ,5, 
The Rowl^d circle i s realized in the form of an apcurate 
ver t ica l metallic surfssse to serve as plate-holddri I t 
i s made tangential to the mounted grating G a t i t s center , 
and passes through the center of the s l i t symmetrically, 
2 or 3 photographio plates> each 25 cm long, are placed in 
contact with the Rowland surfaee, covered with a curved 
metallic p la te ^ d screwed up. The surface i s s lot ted out 
from inside, as seen in the ver t ica l section, to receive 
the diffracted radiation, A screen i s electromagnetically 
operated on the inside to cut off ei ther the upper or the 
lower part of the exposed p l a t e s , thus permitting to record 
two exposures on eaoh plate when required*^ 
3!he spectrograph I s enclosed in a cylindrical container, 
the larger part of \i^ioh can he sllded away on ^ii^eels at 
horlCzontal r a i l s , 2fhe two par ts join together ais?-tight 
throui^ a large 0-ring, ^ d the body can be pumped out to 
about 10** to r r . 
In t h i s spectrograph, the m&Le of incidence i s fixed 
a t 86*^  normal (4** grazing) rflid the available spectral range 
extends from ©bout 55 to 430 2 with a dispersion varying 
from about 2 to 1,4 mm/t 5!he design i s very convenient, 
except for two things. The s l i t was not accessible from 
outside. In order to cleeonse i t , one had to taJce out the 
\«hole spectrograph from the enclosure, This i s being 
Improved upon now. Second, the nitrogen trap of the o i l 
diffusion pump was situated above the upper vavl€, i , e . ' 
2?. 
Inside the volume to be evaPUated stLong \dth the source 
aPd the spectrograph. Ihls mcessl ta ted complete drying 
out of licpiid ^2 before making ato entry u^ to the ^paratus^ 
Causing Considerable delay in the operation, A small 
modification wil l do away with t h i s inconvenience,' 
At this posi t ion, I would l ike to add supplementary 
inforsaatioa on Mgger veouiiBi grating U? spectrographs tha t 
exist today in the worlds although I did not use th®n, 
Siey aret 
Ci) 10,?-m "both normal and gracing incidence spectrographs 
at H2S, Washington, tJSA* 
( i l ) 10*7 m noiffial incidence spectrograph at NRO, Ottowat 
OiSaada, 
( i i i ) 10,7-m normal incidence spectrograph at Observatoire 
de Meuudon, francev 
( iv) 6-.ffl both notmoX and graaing Incidence speotispgraphs 
at Zeemaa Iiaboratorium Amsterdam, Netherlands, 
tfse of the films at Orsay* as said above, introduced 
serious eurratures aJ^ id distortions on the recorded spectra. 
A systematic search was, therefore, made to find a region 
where the l ines could be supposed s traight or at leas t 
regularly curved. I t was t r ied to use four ecpally )3paoed 
reference l ines over a rather small spectral region of 
20-30 i , hoping that curvature modifications of the regular 
dispeission would be absorped into the cubic relat ion 
used 









































Measurements were carried out on 83^  Abbe comparator 
and the calculations were madd on the IBM 1620 of the 
Iiaboratoire de Ohimle Physique at Orsay, 3?he same spectrum 
was measured on different films and on different suitable 
parts of each film to detect and re ject distort ions in ca l -
culated wave lengths. The spectijograns were then put to 
Joyce lioebl densitometer of the laboratoire in rue Pierre 
and Marie Curie, Par is , to obtain mostly 20 times magnified 
densitographs. 5hey were measured for the wavelength as 
well as the intensi ty of tJie l i n e s . In spi te of a l l these 
precautions, depaJftures of order 0.2 % crept in undetected 
in some of the measur^entsl reported from Orsay X«aboratory 
(part icularly so in Sr spectrum, ae described l a t e r in 
chapters 3 and 4) , although m accuracy of ± 0.05 X was found 
to hold in most cases. 
As an example of the h i | ^ resolution obtainable on the 
Orsay spectrogreg?h, as revealed by the above-mentioned densl^ 
tographs, I reproduce in Pig. 2.6 profi le of the Mo l ine 
fecorded at 259.5 i SPd now identified as t ransi t ion 
4-p S^-4p^4d P^ (See Oh, 3) , fhis l ine has been scanned 
at magnifications 2O»200 in a l l spectral orders 1-8. The 
e i | ^ t Components visibld in the Fig. should not be due to 
random experimental fluctuation of bladfcening at the top of 
a l i ne , because the structure observed in different orders 
t a l l i e s together within s t a t i s t i c a l er rors . The components 
are roughly separated by 0.005 % and m i ^ t i l l u s t r a t e 
Isotope Shift due to the e i ^ t permanent isotopes of Mo with 





are m order of «iagnitudG smaller, but volime effect 
becomes so dominant In heavy atoms like Mo that shif ts 
of the order ohserved cannot be ruled out* 
Speotro^ams were recorded on SWR plates in lund. 
They were Measured at Aligarh and wave lengths cgaculated 
on the I'M 1130 of the Ilnivejreity using ecfuation (2.1) 
upto the /<|ttadratio term only. Graphical corrections, as 
prescribed by Edlen, could be applied to refine the ca l -
culated wavelength values farther, BxaP^le of a correction 
graph i s given in Fig, 2,7« l!hese measurements are guppD5.ed 
to be good upto 0»005 %, 
2.4 Reference-. Lines 
Ms^s of Carefully selected spectral l ines to be used 
aS secx^ndary standards in vacuum tn t ra -vo i le t region i s 
given by Sdlen^, and KaufiBsw and Edlen . I t was not possible 
for me to make use of them in the most appropriate manners, 
iO.1 I could do at Orsay was to introduce l ines of Al 17, V, 
t l on spectrograms by putting an Al^ring round the t ip of 
the hot electrodd of the experimental material. This 
helped in verifying the previously reported wavelengths of 
the Zr, Nb and Ho spectra on v*iioh some work §xisted in 
the l i t e r a tu re , as described l a t e r in the following chapters. 
Existence of so Wany overipping orders on our films were 
very helpful in t h i s regard, 
Thus verified wavelengths of the experimental spectra 
could be used for evaluating new l ines in regions -viftiere Al 
l ines were not present. I t introduced, glaring er rors in 
some cas6s, as described l a t e r . 
2r> 
On spectrograms, recorded with a sliding spaa*: 
source in Lund, a r ich apectrwm of 0 ajnd &1 l ines dominated, 
Ihese l ines belonged to 0 IV, T, VI and Al 17, 7, Vl mostly, 
tjut 0 I I , I I I and Al I I , I I I were also found present less 
frequently. Ilieir wavelengthB were taken from Bdlen®»^, 
BockaPten and Johansson , Bromander , Soderqvist ^ and 
2.5 Intensity of Snaetpal Mnea sind I tg MeoHairament 
I 
Intensity of a spectral line emitted by a source is 
given by ' 
^I^«H6 ^ f-~ '^^ ''^  . . . (2.2) 
\ 
tvhere f \& Iiadenburg Oscillator Strength as defined in 
e l a t i o n (1.28). 
g tt 2J ••• 1, s t a t i s t i c a l weight of the upper Idvel, 
5 absolute temperature of the souro© 
B excitation energy of the upper level 
% m -—• wavelength of the l ine 
Q , yvgft / par t i t ion function correi^o±aing to NCEjOv ) 
number of atoms or par t ic les that emit the 
radiation (B,^ ) out of the to ta l of N atoms 
or par t ic les present in the source. 
If a single spectrum is produced, e ,g , , the spectrum 
of a neutral atom producedlin m e lec t r ic s^c, 
0<G-<1 . . . (2 .3 ) 
If, on the other hand, mgtny degrees of ionization 
are produced simultapeoxisly, as in the case of a hot plasma 
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proetttcea. T>y condensed spai&s etc*, a different iralia* of & 
has to "toe associated to every Ionic speoies, so thn.t 
r'^  €j.;$ 1, . . . (2;4) 
\^ere Ic^  find kg are the lowest and highest degrees of ioniea-
tion present. Mutual proportion of the different & raluea 
involved changes with varying conditions of excitation or 
ohservation. 3^e re la t ive l ine in tens i t i e s , therefore, mean 
^ y thing only in case of l ines of the same spectrum. 
In the published l i t e r a tu re , very l i t t l e has been done 
so far to bring in ove3>all consistency in the intensi ty 
figures of Icnov^ i l i ne s . Most of the data consist of simple 
visual estlufetes meant to distinguish among themselves l ines 
in a limited spectral region only. Authors have used arbi-
t r a r i l y different scales even over different regions of the 
same spectrum. Efforts at HBS to s t^dard ize the excitation 
oonaitionsjso ' ^a t e can be fixed for a l l studied elements^ 
could not be ^ p l i e d beyond the neutral and singly ionized 
atoms —— m^ ISiat too, viith limited success. In oase of 
h i ^ ionizations, we should t ry to excite the spectrum under 
study in the most favourable condition to measure i t s l ine 
in tens i t ies photometrically or by densitometrizing recorded 
spectrograms. Sufficient overlaps should be provided between 
different recordings for adjusting the scale of measurements 
uniformly. 
Intensity figures of the spectral l ines I published in 
1970 were densitometrio measu3?eroents in mm performed on the 
28 
Joyoe-Iioebl densitometer of the I»at)oratolre Chlmle Phys i^e 
at 5 rue Curie, Par is . Despite recording diff icul t ies 
explained a'bove, a consistency of 5^ within a speotium was 
expected. 
Spectra recorded in lund could not t e densitometrized, 
and the intensi ty figures reported from their measurements 
are visual estimates. Care has he en t ^ e n , however, to cheek 
that variation in Intensity of a line under different ©scci* 
tatlon conditions I s ohserved consistently end systematically, 
For th i s purpose, intensi ty figures have heen re-ex^ined on 
the s ^ e recording at a s t retch, as well as for the same 
line on different recordings, 
2.6 Sennration of Ionization Sta^ea 
Because of a broad energy dis tr ibut ion, no l i ^ t source 
produces spectrum from a single ionization stage of the atoms 
involved, A niamber of ions are simultaneously produced whose 
radiations overlap. The fllsst Important step towards c lass i -
fying the observed transit ions from an established line l i s t 
i s to decide experimentally v^lch l ine belongs to \s;hich ion. 
Controlled variation of the € -values involved,as defined in 
the previous section, constitutes powerful methods of doing 
tha t . We describe them below, 
(a) For an average atom, the f i r s t , second, th i rd , fourth 
e tc , ionization potentials are of order 3, 8, 20, 50, 50, 
80 e tc . eV. If the source Is of Oven-type that 'hea ts ' the 
experimental material constantly, I t i s enough to supply 





energy. But in s^ook-prooesses, l ike condensed spaik or 
laser-beaja produced plasma, the cumulative ^ount of energy 
has to he supplied to the atom per coll is ion to obtain the 
required ion. Thus about 190 eV will be required to ionize 
atoms six times, 130 ©V five times, 80 ©V four times e tc . 
Energies are supplied effectively in a wide dis tr ibut ion, 
say Jt 100 eT due to pract ical reasons | hence a number of 
ions are produced simultssneously, the highest number of ions 
corresponding to the peak-value of the e n e r ^ supplied. 
Energy contents of a condensed spaa*: are proportional 
to 
Q - I 07^ ^,, (2,5) 
for a to ta l capacity C aPd a charging voltage V, Sehemstic 
diagram of the discharge circui t i s giv€fn in Pig.' 2 ,8 . The 
discharge frequency i n such a case can be written as 
uomi 1/I.C-R2/4i^ . . . (2.6) 
Hence the passage of charge per un i t time, say micro-
second, that will deteimine the peek-current, hence the 
peak ionization,can be expressed as 
« | | . « 9 ^ j 41/0 - R2 . . . ( 2 . 7 ) 
i f the discharge takes place while the condenser i s charged 
to potential Vi dQ/dt will remain real as long as 
L>CR2/4 . . . (2.8) 
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As oalslee are used to connect the condenser to 
the spark gap and the indtujtor i s made of a thlcflc copper 
rod, R le mainly the resistance offered hy the spark g ^ . 
While the discharge paases, R should therefore heoome 
vexy 0ma3-l, say of order 0.1-n-or l e s s , faking C n O.^^F, 
we find from (2.8) that J. Values are admigsihle as small 
as a few nH, Wkiich i s almost the lowest feasible value. 
Coming hack to ecpiation (2 ,7) , we notice that the 
peak current, hence the degrees of ionization can he incre-
ased in three vrays as under* 
( i ) Increasing the discharge voltage V* will have the 
effect shown schematically in Fig, 2 ,9 , but i t i s hard to 
control V» aS described in se<Stion 2 , 1 . 
( i i ) Increase in C will also enhance the degrees of 
17 ionissatlon ' by increasing dq/dt in a parabolic manner, but 
the Upper l imit of 0 Values admissible within an experimen-
t a l arrangement i s set also by equation (2 ,8) . 
( l i i ) Decreasing L will have an effect similar to that 
explained in ( i i ) , but the advantage in t h i s case i s that 
Ii can be varied in as small amounts as vje l i k e . More-
over i f I» i s of order nH and the other two quantities as 
presumed above, we can safely take 
dQ/dt m 2V»fc71 . . . (2.9) 
In the school of Bdlen, degrees of ioniaations have 
been separated exclusively by introducing Sxtra inductance 
L in form of a simple copper solenoid in the discharge 
2. 15/ Ct'f--' 
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c i roui t . Half, one or t\to coils are effec-tlve I f we 
want to separate l ines emitted by ions aP M ^ l y lonlaed 
a$ about 1otin«s.Bat a large number of co i le , 15-30, have 
to be employed i f l ines of a lower ionization l ike Vth 
or nrth have to be enhaJiced in Intensity in iiaeciuivocal 
manner* 
In -ttie ca3e of our psccticular In te res t , tbe spectra 
involved belong to the sequences of neutral Ej^srpton, 
Bromine and Arsenic atoms. 1?he Krl-l ike spectra, ZTY$ 
Kb ?I and Mo VII showed almost comparable in tens i t ies on 
ei ther varying the discharge voltage 40-80 kV (at Or say) 
or on introducing 1-tO copper tujns as extra Inductance 
in the discharge c i rcui t (in Bmd). Intensity of these 
spectral lines enhanced on Introducing 15 or more coils 
(Fig. 2.10). 
In Brl^like spectra, Zr VI, Hb VII g^d Mo VIII, a 
slow but steady decrease of intensity has b e ^ observed 
both on decreaslug the discharge voltage and on increas-
ing the inductance in the c i r cu i t , as observed in the 
above-mentioned figures (2.9 and 2,1 o ) . 
Iiines of Sel- l ike spectra declined sharply in e i ther 
of the two processes. Mo IX spectrum «^peared very scarcely 
on Oi^ay pla tes , while Nb IX l ines appeared in Orsay on 
only one spectrogram for which the spaifes took place at 
an exceptionally h i ^ voltage of about 100 kV(Pig, 3,3) . 
(b) Now I would l ike to briefly mention some methods of 
ionization separation that workers have usefully employed 












In my anaXyses. 
In l ight sources, there exist d is t inct density d i s -
tributions for variously charged ions, e .g . , along concen-
t r i c cylinders of increasing radii in m eleotrodeless 
discharge, and l inearly from one electrode of a usual 
discharge tube to the other, 3^ molecular spectra, sys-
tems have been ngped ofteT t h e i r occurrfaice in tbis-^ 
respect. In c@ e^ of atomic ions* ionic density changes 
are very rapidf yet the radiation eiaitted from various 
points , that l i e on the l ine joining the two electrodes of 
a spai3c source;can be distinguished on a photograph., e . g . , 
in an astigmatic fooussingi Hg , 2.11 i l l u s t r a t e the 
principle, tJsing the pin-hole c ^ e r a techni^gpie of placing 
an apei-ture at the agapropriate position between the s l i t 
md grating, •^e source c ^ be imaged ver t ica l ly on the 
photographic p la te , while dispersion takes place horizon-
t a l l y . 3}hus the spectral l ines produced at different 
positions between the ver t ica l electrodes will be displeased 
with respect to each other, siPd can be in principle d is -
tinguished. Confusion ar ises , however, due to the fact 
that strong l ines extend to farther ^stents em both sides 
of the i r length in comparison with weeker ones. An asti-gmst-
t io photograph of Al spectrum (200-325 S) taken by me a t 
Oreay in 1964 on a 2-m grazing incidence spectrograph i s 
reproduced in 3?ig. 2.12, 
Production of various ions may not be s t r i c t l y 
einultaneousi they may not BXI pe r s i s t for the same timd. 
Time resolved photography of spectral l ines ©nitted in a 
r=Ja«S8» I ~ 2 i t 0 8 VII 
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source should, thereforei "be useful to separate the 
ionization stages. 
The density dlstrilsution of various ions greatly 
differs from source to source, A comparison of the spectra 
produced in different sources l ike open^ sliding^ triggered 
spaJA:s» hot Cathodes, different pinches and plasma machines, 
laeeJvhesflB thermal excitation e tc , have been very usefully 
eraployed for separating out l ines originating from differently 
ionized atom© in a clear out manner*'^ * * , \ 
In vis ible region, h i^ i resolution studies ii^ Zeemso:! 
sp l i t t ing and the hyperflne structure of individu^ spectral 
l ines fix -the J-values involved in a tr^sitioni,tlKe.'^ are 
therefore of orueial importance in separating nei-ghbouring 
ioniKations, between v^ch confusion may not be <^e^lsively 
Of) 01 • \ \ i 
removed by other methods'^ •'' • Unfortunately, we\CMinot use 
these methods in 7UV, Stark broadening due to the\presence 
of atomic ions themselves in the source and prof lie'"^tudiee' 
have been suggested SB possible me^^s for the purposi^undes 
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T IT, Zr V, Hb VI a^d Mo T i l 
Br I -SE^NCE| 
TV, 2r VI, m> VII ma MO V I I I 
Se I-.SEQtJMCEs 
Y VI, Zr VII, Ih VIII, Mo IX 
As I-SEqpENCBi 
Nh IX 
Kt l^SBcmmB AUD TEE SyEOfRA 01? Y 17 . Zr V.Hb YI MB Wo VII 
3.1 Review of the SeduencQ 
Prior to ray 19^9.—?0 papers, knowledge of this 
sequence was limited to the speotra of Kr I t 3^? I I , Hh 71 
^ d Mo 711, Out of these, only Kr I was worked out s a t i s -
4 
factorily well, AEli' reported the 1931 work of Iiaporte 
et al^ on m> I I sind of Charles (1950) on ^"h 71 mt Mo 711, 
the l a t t e r comprises only seven transit ions in Ih 71 ajad 
six in Mo 711, My woife was followed toy a detailed analysis 
of resonance t ransi t ions of Rto I I , Sr I I I and X 17 by Reader 
ond Bpstein at HBS and then of Zr 7, Hb 71 and Mo 711 by 
Reader and Bkberg at the IPhysios Dept, of liund Universityi 
the two investigations appeared in a combined paper by 
leader at BX , preceded by a note on I 17 by fipstein and 
Reader , The ytork has been extended since then^to Ag XII 
7 
by Even-2ohar and Fraenkel , 
fwo papers have recently appeared on the detailed a^ar-
lys i s of 2r involving t ransi t ions between excited configara?-
t ionsi they are authored by Read< 
Q 
Khan et al from our laboratory. 
8 eader and Acqjulsta m^ toy 
3.2 Sneetral Stracture 
The neutral Krypton atom and i t s isoelectronic ions, 
singly ioniaed Rubidium, doubly ionized strontium etc, are 




s ta te S with a l l qWaJitum ntimbei© zero. In usual 
excitation, one electron from the outezvmost 4p sul)sh©ll 
Is raised to a higher n l , The new configuration cgn Tse 
vflpltten as 4p nl • emitting the completely f i t t ed internal 
orbital^* 
.^VLM T^mU. 
If 1 • 0, only the spin of the excited electron consti-
tutes m aPtive quantum ntoa^p s « 3 » i . 3!he Inverted 
parent % term does not, therefore, sp l i t Into a ^ and a P 
as the inoperative IS-Coupling would demand. E^h of the 
parent ^P levels sp l i t s up into two levels apoordlng to the 












coupling notations of RaOs^ had "been adopted to designate 
these levels in AEi\ The *K-values', whether obtained 
according to IX. or ^t. scheme are equal to the 3^ of tlie 
core in this case? Sg of the excited electron combines with 
i t to form the f inal J , This par t ica lar s i tuat ion hsS been 
sometimes referred to as BK In the l i t e r a t u r e , therefore. 
Zeemen spl i t t ings were studied in Rb I I to decide the 
^e s t i on of level designations^, on the basis of vAiieh, 
sn 
5 
Reader et al preferred to use .1J-netatlons, Ho additional 
Information I s , however, carried "by giving the ^2 *'2 "^^^^ 
In ea0h level designation. 1 have, therefore, dropped i t 
out. All these notations are assembled in fable 3.1 • M^^ iere 
round brackets enclose 3„ Value of the eore T» term m^ the 
square brackets the K value (v^leh i s explained above to be 
equal to j ^ ) . 
According to the calculations of Cowsn (Private co-
mmunication) as well as of Reader et a l , (fable 3.1) the 
two J a. 1 levels of a 4p ns fionfiguration (n^5) are mixed 
to about equal proportion in LS-coupling, but they show 
98^ purity in 33, jk. 
The structure of other 4p nl configurations i s eviden-
t l y that of a 2-electron system, with rather large spin-
orbi t interaction coefficient 54p* fhe consituent t r i p l e t 
e^d singlet terms, therefore, l i e close together and some-
time even overlap each other, f he physical nature of the 
qus^tum states in question i s , therefore, involved. For 
the same configuration ^vhv. 4a or « e tc . l e re lo belong-
ing to one J-value differ in coupling scheme from those 
having another J-value, according to calculations. In case 
of 4p 4d, for example, levels with J « 1 are found to show 
above 95^ IS pur i t ies (fahle 3.1), with J « 2 , 70-90^ TK 
apd with J «3 SQI d^* Going to higher n numbers, •5d,6d e t c . , 
IS gives way to 3d and IK to jK scheme. 
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One remarka>le feature In tKe structure of 4-d 
configuration Is that the P^ level l i es considerably 
higher than the bunch of the res t of levels , Experimentally 
i t is^however, found a l i t t l e depressed then the position 




As the ground s ta te i s 4p S^, the 00 called 
•resonance* transit ions take place from the two ns and the 
three nd levels that have J «s 1 for each n value. At the 
beginning of the sequence, 5s levels const i tute the lowest 
Configuration, but with increasing ionlaat lons, the 4d 
levels descend down slowly to positions lower than those of 
5s from Zr V onwards (Fig, 3.2). 5?hls famous competition 
between nd and (n*1)^levels i s involved In a l l t ransi t ion 
metals for appropriate values of n. 0?he three J * 1 levifels 
of 4d, namely ^ ^ , ^ ^ and T^, in order of increasing 
energy E as measured from the ground leve l , ^ d the two 
5s, that are [3/2]- and [ l /2 j4 ,are in general situated 
wide apart (Table 3.2)j hence the^traTisitlons from them 
are also spread over a \«lde spectral range, e .g . . in IH) VI 
from 238 % to 364 %, These l ines l i e In vaO«um i a t r a -
violet in the ent i re secfuenoe, because closed shells l ike 
4p have high binding energies. 
The corresponding levels for 5s,6e and 6d,7s e t c , 
come close together, and hence a se t of five spectral l ines 
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40 
appear on the spectrograms (Fig. 3.3) as t ransi t ions 
from each nd, • (n+l )s group to the ground leve l , unless 
florae of them are faint . These l ines shif t to shorter and 
shorter wave lengths as the n or 2 involved increases more 
and more. 
Oowan Calculated the levels said t ransi t ions in spectra 
Y IV - Mo 71II in single-configuration approximation, but 
Reader et a l . have mixed together the five J « 1 levels of 
each nd • (n^l )e set (n:^4). They find that nd levels mix 
very l i t t l e with (n+1 )s levels (Table 3.1 ) even in 2r V gjid 
T TV, where some of these levels l i e real ly very close 
together. This i s e^parently due to different ^ en torn 
nature of the d eind s levels as es^lained above.' 
11 
In Sr H I , Hansen m&. Persson have investigated confi-
guration interactions In de ta i l . They conclude that 4p 
(n+2)p-4p n t • 4s4d interact strongly, \ ^ i l e interactions 
for 4p (n+1 )s • 4p nd -f 4s5p are re la t ive ly small.' 
3.3 Identification of Reaonanoe Transitions 
As the ground state of a closed shell atom consists 
of a s i n ^ e level with no sp l i t t ing , frequency analysis 
procedure i s not applicable to the resonance t rans i t ions . 
But there are so few of them that the osc i l la tor strength 
involved i s very large end, with the help of ab i n i t i o 
Calculations or extrapolation estimates, these single transi-
tions can be spotted out with surety, provided that the 
ionization stages are experimentally well separated. 
41 
4-P^^ V5s (3 /2 )^ and (1/2)^ Trajneitione 
Apart from the well Icnown Kr I epeotrum, resongince 
l ines from (3/2)-j and <1/2)-| levels of 5s and 6B oonfigara-
t lons of Rb I I were Identified "by Laporte et al^ in th i s 
se^ence, Charles^ identified them in Mo VII at 198,83 
and 207.77 I as they stand oi2t in that region s^d can he 
recorded as pure spectrum. He traced these transit ions 
correct ly in Hb VII at 238.18 and 248.73 i in similar 
spectral conditions^ except that the l a t t e r l ine l i e s a t 
the border of the dense spectrum due to 4p-4d trsinsitions 
(S'ig. 3.3). 2}he 4p»5s sind 4p-4d transit ions overlap In 
2r "V and lower members of the se<3u©noe» while 4p-4-d t rans i -
tions of different nei^ibonring ions a3ce s i tuated in almost 
the same spectral region for each element. I t wap, therefore, 
not so easy to identify the two above-mentioned lines down 
the sequence. Reader et a l did that Zr V-Sr I I I , ^ i l e 
correct identifications of laporte et si existed on Rb I I , 
as Said above. 
In view of the calculated almost pure IS- coupling for 
the J « 1 levels of 4p 4d configuration, we should have 
expected only one 4p-4d t ransi t ion £i?om 4d V^ l eve l . I f 
at a l l observed, transit ions from t r i p l e t levels should hanre 
been weaJc, par t icular ly so from o)^, that violates IB dipole 
selection rules on S and !• both. Surprisingly enough, we 
observe three 4p-4d t ransi t ions in a l l Kr I - l lke spectra 
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vdth comparable intensi t ies (Tables I , I I i I I I in Appendix) 
they are olJserved also in AT I - l ike spectra» a l thou^ 
S --T^ i s found rather faint there . Relative intensi ty 
of these l ines i s , howevert found hy me and by Reader et al» 
to vaiy with source conditions. I t may, therefore, he t h o u ^ t 
that the electr ic field due to the various ions produced in 
the source m i ^ t be causing th i s ^oinaly, Relat ivist lc 
effects rai^t offer the other possible reason, that are not 
fully t ^ e n into ep count by the theory for these rather 
heavy atoms, 
Charles had r i ^ t l y Identified the resonance t rans i -
t ion from 4d %^ level of Kb ¥1 at 325.79 if 1 replgeed 
his corresponding assignment in Mo VII^ to a l ine at 292,64i, 
2hls t r ^ s i t i o n v/a® then correctly traced out for 2r V-Rb I I 
by Reader et a3.'* as the previous a t te i^ t s in 2r V Bjudi Nb I I 
did not succeed, I could recognise the 4p S^ - 4d ^ ^ 
t ransi t ion " Mo Til - 2r V^ at the sane time as Reader 
e t al of Y T?I ,^ 
The 4d ^^ level values I obtained for the spectra 
Mo VII - 2r V imparted a singularity to the Isoeleotronic 
curve of this leve l . I t was f e l t more so \^ hen Reader et al 
deteunined this level correotly T IV • Rb I I , Then they 
photographed the concewjed spectra Mo VII - Zr V in Lund 
Using 50 turns of induction coi l in tlie spark c i r cu i t . 
This revealed the proper l ine conspicuously» In the baclcgroiind 
of l ines from higher ioniaations, for each of the three 
4.3 
elements sDfid the r i ^ t identification could be made. 
A portion of the Zr spectra i s reproduced in Hg , 2.10 
for eaKe of i l lus t r a t ion , 
grangitions from 6B and 5A (3 mi) lefy<>ls 
On Ko spectrtim, there oeeur four prominent l ines 
t36"150 %, that I recorded as pure spectrum, Charles had 
classif ied those at 136,51» 1f0,83 % aS transit ions from 
6s (1/2)^, (3/2)-, levels ^ d that at 149.46 as from 4d '*3)-. 
I identified the fourth l ine of this set a t 144.97 i as 
1 
t ransi t ion from 5d P^ leve l , CJharles measurements were* 
however, in error hy ahout 0,1 %t X used th€3n to measure 
Wavelength of the l ine I identif ied. Reader e t a l .^ have 
fttmished the correct values ijuoted hers aP^ d in tahles I, 
XX ^ d XXX, 
fhese l ines ocour at 164^178 % In ^h ?X, they were 
a s s i ^ c d to proper t ransi t ions (three) by Gharles siPd (one) 
"by me, as in case of Ko VXX, I identified these l ines in 
2r V at 204.80, 209.88, 211.34 and 216,31 X. A fifth l ine 
was identified In Wb 71 by Charles as 4p-5d ^^ t rans i t ion , 
but I t Was siiper-impoeed upon a s trorg l ine of Nb XX, 
Reader et aX. resolved the faint line at 180.52 X, that 
represents the proper t rnneit lon, Thoy e3£t»nded i t s ident i -
fication dom the Rb I I and reported a faint l ine at 151,75^ 
in Mo VII oorrespondin|!£ly. 
In Zr V, 5d ^T^ level l i e s very close to 6s(3/2)^. 
I l e f t open the possibi l i ly of firmly assigning these levels 
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to defined Talnes. Reader et al^ have opted in favoua? of 
the i r croseing over between Hh VI ^ d Zv V on the basis of 
isoelectronic emoothness. In Y IV, only two l ines of good 
intensi ty occur on spectrograms corresponding to e i ther of 
the 5d • 6s and 6d • ?s groups* 5Phey have been assigned to 
t ransi t ions from V^ and ^ ^ levels of 5d and 6d, also on 
isoelectronic conqparison basis* 5?he close-by 6s and 7s 
levels give r i se to very faint t rans i t ions , probably due 
to mutual cencellation of additive factors that const i tute 
the osci l la tor strengths coneemed. I t i s to be noted tha t 
the (3/2)* and (1/2)- levels of each ns configurations ar« 
mixed together to about equal p2:^portion vdth opposite signs 
of eigenvectors in one case et leas t (Iable !5»1 )5<'^  takevi i/v\ 
LS- scVvevv\e« 
i^P^.l^M m^ Hi/y .^ey Rydbexi^  Lt^ y^ Xg 
On my Orsay speotroga^ams of Kb and Zr, the five t reps i -
tione frcas J as 1 levels of 7s an^ 6d to the ground J « 0 
level could be easi ly recognized, as they appeared as a pure 
spectrum, I did not, however, have on my plates any refere-
nce l ines in those regions, I , therefore, attempted to 
measure them in higher spectral orders and erred in recogni-
2!ing these l ines over there; the correct values for these 
two as we31 as other t ransi t ions from J « 1 levels of 6d and 
ns (n a 8 - 10) were obtained by Reader et al*^, They also 
6 1 
reported values of the ^ 4 p 5p ^-j ^o ^ ^ - Zr V ^ d that 
of ^ ^ of this configuration for Ho VII• 
I t i s obvious firom Pig» 5»1 that levels close to the 
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Ionization l imit can be hardly populates and trcinsitions 
from them faint out oonaequently. One should however notice 
the fading out ot t ransit ions froii nd beyond n m B, whereat 
ns levels provide resonance l ines up to n • 10 easi ly . 
Work on the resonehoe t rensi t ions from 5B, 4d levels 
has since then been extended successfully Ru IX to Ag Xll and 
from 6s, 5d to Rh X end Pd XI by Even-Zoh^ et aL.*^  
ThQ corresponding series l imi ts as given in Sable 3,2 
and plotted in f ig . 3.2 are taken from reference 5 Rb I I -
Mo V2I and ficom ref. T R^ IX - Ag Zll^ For the I r 1 - sequence, 
ionization potentials are found by Reader et a l ,^ to obey the 
follo-vdng isoelectronic formulai 
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Table 3.1 
Designation and Mixing of 4d., 5s 
Designations 
Couplings 
L LS .1.1 P s i r Adotfed 
leve ls 
44^ 
v4-th J » 1 
Percentage Composition in 
LS-coupling 
% ^P As^ ^P 
4d h (3/2, [1/2] ^ 97.37 2.58 .02 .03 .00 
3/2) •- _ 
^ (3/2, [l ' ' /2l ^ 2.52 96.81 ,67 .00 .00 
5/2) 
"•p (1/2, [1^/2] ^T .08 .61 99.05 .01 .27 
3/2) 
5s h (3/2, B^^s] (3/2) .02 .00 .09 49.38 50.51 
1/2)"-
''p (1/2, [1/2] (1/2) .02 .00 0.19-50.57 49.22 
TaJcen from Reader et a l . (1972) 
For 5d+6s etc . d-s mixing of these levels i s calculated to 
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CHAPTER- 4 
Br I.*SEQUmOEt SPECTRA OF Y Y, ZT VI. HT^  YII Al?D Mo VIII 
4.1 Revfeew of the Sequence 
Br I Was descri'bed in ASi (ref 1 Oh 5) on the has is 
of the old 1926 work by Turner and tha t of 1950 by l a e s s 
and de Bruin. Wavelengths and i n t e n s i t i e s of t h i s spec-
i 
trum \-;ere t h o r o u ^ l y measured "by Tech and Corl iss 
2000 - 13000 % in 1960, followed by a de ta i led spec t ra l 
ana lys is by Tech^ in I963 covering 1067 - 24100 i , Humphreys, 
Paul J r and Minnhagen^ (1971) extended the work to 4-«/Wn 
region. 
The ABIi descript ion of Kr I I was based on the 1933 
paper of de Bruin e t a l and t h a t of 1935 by Boyce. Hinnhagen 
at a i (1969) revised ^ d extended the work in great d e t a i l 
400 - 2700 i . A work on the absorption spectrum^ and onejon, 
6 ' ' 
in terferometr ic observations of Kr I I Qm be supplemented to 
i t . Recently Read et al (1976) have studied Kr I I by e lectron 
i m p ^ t ^ d Irwin e t al®(l976) under bessa-foil spectroscopy. 
On Rb I I I and Sr IV, there exis ted a prel iminary analysis 
by Tomboulian^(1938). Reader and Epstein ^ have recen t ly 
analysed Rb I I I 400 - 820 i and 2300 - 360O i , simultaneously 
with Hansen e t al**'' who studied i t 370 - 3500 i , Sr IV has 
been studied even more extensively these years by Hansen 
and Pe reson^ (1976) and by Persson ^ (1978) covering the 
spec t ra l regions 271 - 251 % and 6500 - 500 i . 
47 
48 
The old aPalysis of Y V was proved wrong by Bdlen ^ 
t h r o u ^ Isoelectronic comparision of the gro\md intervals*^ 
Reader and Epstein verified h is predicted interval f i r s t t y 
reporting the resonance line© 4s-4p of t h i s spectrum (l97o) '^  
followed by the 4p-4d, 5s analyses 289 - 631 51 (1972)''^« 
The 4p-5s, 4d resonance transi t ions of 12r 71 were 
17 
atudied f i r s t by Tw^ ^ d Rense (1939) t those of Fb Vtl 
ajad Mo VIII by Charles (1950) , Their woik was revised by 
me (1969,70)^^, followed by Ekberg et al^^(1972). I t has been 
examined to cover 6s, 7s,€(nd 5d, 6d configurations T T « Ho VIII 
in my laboratory^ , but remained limited to the so called * reso-
nance transitions* terminating at the two levels of the 
ground term. Zain-ul-Abidin Khsn has jus t i^nished h i s work 
on the 5p -. (n • 1 )s • nd t ransi t ions of Zr Vl.Vbrk on 
4p-5s transit ions i s extended by Bven-Zohar and Irm'k&l^. 
Ru X- Pd XII. 
4.2 S|^ ec,^ :ga3. gl^rueturft 
The grotmd configuration of these spectra consists of 
an inverted doublet 4p ^ 3 / 2 1/2 ^^^^ ^^ ^^"^^ equivalent 
electrons in the 4p subshell. 
Most of the excited configurations are bui l t on the 
parent core of four 4p eofuivalent electrons consisting of 
three terms and five levels 4p ^ « « «» D^ stnd S in 
c# • jU US 0 
order of increasing energy. The t r i p l e t i s inverted because 














l ike two e^ iva len t (positive) holes. Thus the eaEoited 
n l electron moves not in one Central Pield, tmt in three 
dist inct ones, consti tutea by these 'parent* terms, 
4p 4d ^ d 5s are the lowest excited configuration ftrom 
v^ioh radiative trasasitions take piece to the ground levels , 
4p^ns hredcs up into four IS terms and eight levels for 
any value of n>,5. 5!hey are "^5/2,3/2,1/2* ^^3/2,1/2' 
5/2 3/2 ®^^  ^ 1 / 2 * *^^® f i r s t two terms are inverted 
beoatise their parent % terra I s inverted, D gets inverted 
becatise '^•XM level i s appreciably pushed up by the two 
other J m 3/2 levels of the confi^iration (see section 4,5 
fo* de t a i l s ) . «hllo 2^5/2 la not eo mioh a f f« ted Dy %y^. 
The selection rule ^ S • 0 does not seem to operate, Four»-
teen resonance t ransi t ions aXlowed by A J « 0, ^ 1 are, 
therefore, expected from each ns configuration, bat 
4p^ % / 2 •• -^p^ ( ^ 0 ^ ®^ ^ 1 / 2 ®^ '^^^^ fa int and i s hardly 
observed. 
I t i s evident from Fig, 4 , 1 , dravm from data on energy 
levels assembled in Table 4*1, that the f i r s t three confi-
gurations draw up so close together that the doublet aid 
quartet structures do not r ^ e i n dis t inct a l l a t , p a r t i -
cularly for the h i ^ e r members of the sequence, 
Tech^ has described BrI spectrum in terms of J^l 
symbols along with IS , In Rblll^^ aJid TV-MaVIIl'*^'20^ 






~ * T — 
\«,M'^ '^ '^^ S'^ '^ ^ i^y^" 
Mo VIII 
— I 
o<03/, - 45 
T 
)rdinate scale for Br I and Kr I I i s different ly chosen teom the r e s t 
>f the sequence • 
50 
In SrIV, jK notations er© met with for describing 5s 
l eve l s . Vf© borrowed J 3 laotattons of Ekberg e t al^^ to 
designate our 68 and 7s levels , Imt realized that a 4p^ns 
level gets xmiquely defined hy giving i t s parent level and 
the final J-value. We therefore dropped the j « 1/2 value 
common to every e-eleotron. Different notations used to 
designate ns levels are assembled in Table 4,2, 
4d levels 
A 4p nd configuration forms a group of twelve terms, 
three (juartets and nine doublets, which sure 
ih) ^ , ^ , hi ih) h, %, ^F| CD) %, %, ^B, 2p^^6 
and (''s) ^D. 
They consists of 28 l eve l s , from whioh J selection rule 
permits 34 transit ions to the ground doublet. Transitions 
from quartet terras do occur, except that TD levels lying 
deepest in the configuration combine only through re la t ive ly 
wegjc l ines , 
An isoeleetronic plot of the 4d levels I s given in 
Pig. 4.2, as described at the end of section 4.4. I t i s 
immediately evident that sp l i t t ings are so large that very 
few IS terms show up a well defined level structure l ike 
( ^ ) ^ , i^3) ^P, % and (^S) ^D throughout the setjuence. 
Teiras arising out of different parentages interpenetrate. 
The coupling applicable to th is configuration also has, 
20 
therefore, to be mixed. Ekberg et al calculated ^ the 
51 
Intermediate cotJpltng parsmetey 
as otjtalnea ftom tho f i t t ed paTtanetere of both the 4p^4a 
md 5e configurations (faMe 4«3), Biie i s in oonfonnity 
with spd a reflection of tho oor© coupling ^ l o h i s mlflway 
between ^J cjpd E3 eocordiag to detailed s t u d i o deaoribed 
eOLseis^or©^*^^* Overall 3*S pur i t ies have been, hotsjever, 
oaloulated to hgve a larger pereentage the» other seheisee 
tried* IS*, notations ©re, therefore, retained In wisat 
of something be t te r . 
Interaotlone and level taixing will be disonssed a 
l i t t l e l a t e r (section 4*5)• 
4B4P ^ t / g level 
fhie level aae to internal excitation of one 48 
electron, i s situated in Bfl above a l l levels of 4p%e 
m& about hdif iSiose of 4d, But from KrU onwards, i t 
descends «lown fast to beooBie the f i r s t excited one, 
Inspite of that i t oaiises laportant displacement of a 4d 
l eve l , as will be discussed later* 
4*9 figfffflli Sl^efftrffl Mf^yffgfl 
4i?^  •, ,4p^ f^i„.!£gfilfiAtf^ glB 
On oy Orsoy spectrogr^J® (Pig* 3*3) tS l ines of 
4p • 4p%s transi t ions in Mo VIII ^peared as almost 
pure spectrum 167 - 196 t | the few Mo'.iK l ines t.hat came 
up in that region were feint and could be easily sorted 
16 
out. If was immediately evident that Oharles has not 
h2 
taken JLiito apcotait three of them, vAiere es the few 
l ines he classified at longer wavelength© did not appear* 
on my pla tes . With the additional help of Cowan*s ca l -
culations (19^7 Prlv.Com.) i t was very easy to establish 
the new aPalyses reported in 1970 ^, 3?wo diff icul t ies 
remained however, that the l ikely t ransi t ions flpom 
5s( S^)w2 aP<i ^^2^3/a ^^'^^^s ^^ ^ ° * Satisfy the basic 
4p *'3/2-.l/2 ^^''^e^^al* Being sure of ident i f icat ions , 
I reported the stronger l ine of the two pa i rs , l a t e r 
Ekherg et al pointed out that Charle's measurements for 
X< 180 2 were erroneous • and th i s affected the value I 
reported for the trajisition from 0'Q2^3/2* stetually 
situated at 178,95 2. So i t osn he f inal ly said that out 
of the 13 presently knovffi 4p*5s t ransi t ions ofHo^VIII, 9 
were originally identified by Charles, 3 by me aPd t by 
Bkberg et a l . As regards level designations, only 
( S )^/g s*^3.1 pertains to Charlesf the other seven levels 
have been redesignated by me. All the 8 level values I 
report in Table 4.1 ^ d the 13 corresponding wavelengths 
Included in Table I I I are taken from the l a t e s t measurements 
of reference 20. 
The 4p - 58 spectrum of HbVII overlcgoped considerably 
the lines belonging to higher Hb ions, but the ionization 
separation could be effected so well that 13 of the con-
cerned transi t ions were easi ly distinguished ftom the 
res t 197 - 235 % nine of them were again common with 
Oharle*8 l i s t . One faint l ine , out of the four I 
supplemented, was l a t e r replaoed by a. neighbouring one 
53 
at 219*51 t t)y Bkberg ©t al 
the basic interval 4p^ ^^3/2-1/2 ^°^ ^WII \dth a fainter 
l ine found at 229.17 t* Out of the eight 5s levels of - -
this spectrum^ fln&lly (^Q^M ^^©tains the aesi@iation 
of Charles* (5p„)l/2 that of Ekberg e t al» and the six 
others those of mine, 
1 could again record an aljnost pure 4p-5s spectrum 
of Zf-yi in Orsay 236 - 285 I . In the f inal enalysis, 8 
of the 13 Identified l ines and the ( S )^/2 l^'^'^l remained 
the s£©e a© reported by Paul spad Rensej the remaining 5 
l ines were added by me and my designations for the res t 
of 7 levels remained in tac t . 
AB Said in section 4»1 # no\'jr tbese trainsitiong are 
rel iably knovm BrX-MXlI, esroept for the to ta l absence of 
work on T l^X and the lack of ( ^QJM/2 determination from 
this spectrum onwards, !Ehe data on level values i s 
ass@nbled in Table 4.t and plotted in Fig, 4 .1 , 
4/4P^-4g4p^t4g^4P% y^fflg^tlpna 
I t i s known to experlmentallists that for the saPie 
element, t ransi t ions involving different to ta l quantum 
number in the i r upper and the lower leve ls , l ike 4p-5s 
shif t considerably to lower wavelengths as the ionization 
increases. This process helps In recording such trensi t ions 
in foOT of pure spectrum - free from the overlap by l ines 
of nelabouring ionizations * as said about some spectra 
above. The transi t ions l ike 4p*4d on the other hand, 
that have the sajne n in the two levels involved, sh i f t 
' k 
very l i t t l e fcom one ion to the otheri levels of a 4p 4d 
54 
Configuration are imoh more numerous and close toiether 
k than 4p 5s (k « 1-5). Most of the 4p-4d trsSisitions are, 
therefore, situated in a dense spectrum, and the work of 
ionization separation hecomes a l o t tedious for them, 
% to 1970, 4p^4d levels t«rere correct ly determined 
only for Br3! and Kr.E in th i s secjuence, Isoeleetronio 
comparf-sonB, as reported in my 1970 iaotk, were of no more 
avail than to show inadequacy of the requisi te data. 
The 4s 4p ^ 4 / 2 le'vel perturbs some of the J • 1/2 
levels of the 4p 4d and 5s configurations in the setjuenoe, 
as will he discussed l a t e with the help of Table 4.4. These 
interactions were not included in the calculations that were 
available to me at that time (Cow^ 1967 friv.Com.), 
I t i s said in Chapter 2t that my Orsay spectra suffered 
from the inadequacy of the reference l ines mt some times 
from erra t ic curvature of the plas t ic films used for photo-
graphic recording, As m example, five 4p-4d transit ions 
of ZrVI l i e at 348,256, 355.216, 358,753, 367,522 and 
389.886 i (Table 1)} a systematic error of -0.1 1 crept in 
my measurement of the f i r s t of these l ines jsnd of -0,17 i 
in the other four. 
All these reasons combined to introduce errors in my 
1970 identifications ^ of the 4p-4d trsaisitionp in 2rVI, 
NbVlI and MoVIIl, that Ekberg et al^^ rect i f ied two years 
l a t e r . 
The two very strong resonence transi t ions from the 
4s 4p ^Swg level were well known before my work BrI-MoVIII, 
except for r V a s said before in section 4 . t , Out of 29, 31 
55 
end 29 trojisltions finally laeatiflea from 4d levels of 
th© thr«e spectra Ti'V'I-.HoVIII, the j^are of f littl end Beas© 
comes out to he S, of Chai-lee 3» 5 ^fi fflA»t 5» 8, 5 or 8, 
lOt 5 depending on \'shethop my meaflUffement errors are parflon-
at>le or not. I t le evident froo table 4«t that a l l th© 
28 levels of 4d are fenown In only ttm In©tonees in the 
00guenee • in 0r ?I beosase of the wofic of S A Kheaa in our 
laboratoxyj and In Sr I? due to ^ersson." 
The sraootii isoeleetronlo plot of th© 5@ levels 
(Hg, 4.1) i s quoted before in this e h ^ t e r . In order to 
imderetafid the atrueture of this oonflgaration in wore 
details f we tdfce help of the Slater paraaeter values aeeeio-. 
bled in fable 431 i^ calculated on csm HF progrgflu) eSO& 
plotted in Hg, 4#5 (a» evaluated frota f i t t ing theory into 
the experlaeisfeal data) lb tit - M© till, 
» 1« ol«er«a t h . t a' * « T;, y^.^ ^ . e» o«e r of 
oagnltMo emaUor thex ?» in Rb I I I . but they Increase footer 
than ^ as ^^ go to the higher members of the ee(|ttene«, 
$hifi is the reason for ihe teisa structure becoming indistinct 
ae the serenes adv^oes, Seoond» we find ^p < fr at the 
beginning of the sequence* but ^ overteJces 0 Y T om-mrdot 
increasing ever faster* This fact t i l t s the coupling 
idthin th© oonfigaratlon fjrom IS to J^3 e»^ finally to 33# 
fhe cheaaging situation manifests i tself clearly in fo«n of 




Coming to the plot of 4a levels In Flg.^ 4.2^ we 
notice that teims and levels Ijullt on Va3elati8Tpa2?®at 
terms marked a» D denoted h aPd S put as e) mix 
together completely^ The rather dense hunch of levels 
having parentage \ expeeads enou^ to engulf those of D 
and S \rfLthin, tPhis i s so heoause G (4p, 4d) paramsters 
are found to be larger than T^ (4p, 4d) sind oomparahle in 
magnitude to P^ <4p# 4p) — -vAiioh are almost the same as 
in the case of 5s configuration,* Y ? onwards G becomes 
laJPger than P^(4p# 4p) elso* Morecfver, there exists a 
second anisymmetrlo parameter 6* (4p, 4d) in th is conflgura-
O 4 
t ion , with valtiss about 60^ of (^  . fhese two pa r^e t e r e 
contribute to the large spread of tewis arising out of 
each parentage, therefore overlapping in the observed 
manner. 
As Said before (Section 4,2t 4d levels)f Hg« 4.2 i s 
plotted E/(S5-32) vs Z Rb I I I - Mo T i l l a«d E/(2^-33.3) 
vs Z for Br I ^ d Kr I I , The two par t s are then put 
together with due Indication of the discontinuity, itHildh 
i s physio sa l ly caused by an estimated abrupt change of 
coupling " , I t i s made possible, in th i s ve^, to assess 
the development of the energy strc.otures over the whole 
seguenoe without the a^^^wardly r is ing slope Br I « Rb I I I , 
which i s inevitably present on Isoelectronlo graphs drawn 
in one piece. Levels of 4p 5s and 484p configurations aJ?e 
o 7 
shown crossing up and coming down those of 4d lev^els*" 
After this description of the ^ound si tuation, I 
discuss the behaviour of individual l ines and the i r in te r -
actions in the following paragraphs. 
4.3 Inter- and Intra- OonfigarAt^on InterActiona 
fhe 5s levels of Fig, 4.1 show a very smoolfc behaviour 
except for Rb XII where a l l levels appear perturbed,(exclu-
ding Ih,),/^ ana <^D2)5/2,3/a) and for the Inversion of. 
^ ^2^5/2 3/2 ^^^^^^ re la t ive to the res t of the sequence. 
From Fig. 4.2, i t appears that 5s (^3)^/2 ^ ^ ^ * ®^ in te r -
acting with 
1/2 ^ ^ ^^^^ ^ 1 / 2 ^^'^^^^ ^^ 4^» booking 
into Table 4,4, vjhere data on percentage composition of 
levels i s reproduced up to 5/ values, i t i s confiHned that 
5s C S)<|/g does Influence the two afore-mentioned 4d levels j 
but i t i s interesting to note that on the other hand 
5s C^SQ)^ yg apd (%o^1/2 ^^velB.'Of Rb 111 are considerably 
affected by 4d ( ^ ) ^Pj/g in opposite senses. 
We see that the three J « 1/2 levels of 5s are mixed 
together to varying extentj influence on \^Q)^/2 ®^ 
(%^)^ ig steadily declines land of ( S^)^/g gradually r i ses 
as v?e proceed to h i ^ e r members of the sequence,' C^-] )w2 
seems noticeably unaffected by extra*configuration mixing. 
Among J m 3/2 levels of 5s, single level purity 
increases for ( ^2^ ^^^ ( ^ ^ ) towards hi^ ier members of 
58 
the sequence, "but for ( D^g) i t remains sensiHly constant, 
Vfe should note the interest ing situation that the 5s( D-)-/^ 
level i s suhjected to a slowly increasing interaction with 
(%2^3/2 ^P*** Y V end with i^i)^^ *^e^eafter. The 
other two J m 3/2 levels of th is configaration are pushed 
up in Rb I I I due to a pail? of 4d levels *-*- (^3)5/2 in t e r -
acts thera with <%) ^ 3 / g , (^D) ^p^^^ and i\)y2 ^ * ^ 
Calculations predict an is^preeiable mixing of . 
5$(%2)y2 ®^^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^3/2 ^^ ^ ^^ ^ * surprisingly enou^, 
we can detect no perturbation of the former level in 
Fig,' 4,'t, fhe two ^ « 5/S levels of 5s ai?e s l ight ly mixed, 
and the mixing increases very slowly towards higher sequence 
members, This.v^y i'^2^'^>/Z ^^ si tuated above ( \)K/2 ^"^ 
a l l members of the sequence, except in Kr I I , where the 
l a t t e r mliJit Internet with 4a (h) ^^^ r a t h „ strongly 
as we can guess from Fig,* 4,2, The s l i ^ t depression of 
5s i^2^5^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ®^ explained by Table 4,4 to be due 
to the influence of 4d We do not observe the 
rather appreciable displafiement of 5s (^2)5 /0 *^ ® *** 
4d ( D) F that the theory predicts , a l thou^ these two 
levels seem to be close together in Fig, 4.2, 
,44 Igyg^a 
The detailed composition of 4d levels can be seen 
from Table 4.4, vAiere components upto 5/ are retained; 1 
described in this section some hii^li^ts.^ 
•59 
'She 4s4p^ % level ia thorou^ly mixed with A&Onfs, 
but the mixing decreases aS the series idVances, There are 
hardly four 4d>' levelsi namely (h) ^ w g t ^ 3 / 7 5 / 2 ^ * 
^a/2 vjhose impurities Can he neglected aS ahcut only 5^ 
or l e s s a l l along the sequence. Five more levels cen he 
noted for the i r h i ^ pur i t i es (about 80/' or more) a l thou^ 
their mixing levels (sol i tary in J » 7/2 and 9/2) contrihute 
up to Ml I they ^ (%) \^^, hy^, (b) ^^.g, <^)S/2 
and ( D ) Ot^/2* ^*^^i*y of the ma3or component, used for 
lahel l ing the leve l , steadily decreases with Z in a l l these 
cases. 
There are a number of levels with various J-Velues that 
have four or even five notwnegligible components, e.g.- those 
labelled OJ)) % / 2 » ^ ^ ^ % / 2 ^ ^ ^^^^ % / 2 * ^^ ® 
maijor 
component of the levels ("*») ^S^yg* ^^3/z* ^^^ ^^3/2* ^ 5 / 2 * 
^Dg^g end ('*S) ^D^/g contributes more then 50^ in each case, 
cind the purity increases with 2, There are oases of iBhe 
levels (h) ^%/2,7/2» 3/2 t / 2 ^^ ^ ^^ ^^7/2» ^0^® ma^or 
component i s well above 50^ in Rb I I I , but i t declines 
towards Mo Vlll fast and sysl^maticallyJ We also meet with 
levels v^ose purity percentages remain more or less constant 
in the sequence, e.g? ( S) D^/g* ^^^ ^3/2* ' ^®*® are 
instances l ike ID) 3>-yg e/g* where purity of the components 
are comparable (e.g.' 37^, 25,^  and 20^), but i t was s t i l l 
possible to put a l e v ^ symbol on the ma^or component bas is . 
Admixtures of 4-d and 5s levels are described under 5s levels . ' 
I t remains to point oub two interest ing situations with 
the help of Pig,' 4.2. F i r s t , levels 4d(^P) % ^ 2 ^^^ 
OD) ^S^yg are mixed in Sr 17 to the extent of 31 j ^ sind 25^ V 
Rbin 
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Their designation Tjy calculation resul t s in a cross-over 
between Sr IV and T V, It we avoid th is crossing by joining 
these tvro levels the other way roirnd, the lower one (vihlch 
i s <.\) \f^ m the higher ambers of the se^ence) «111 
Show ^ i t e a smooth isoeleotronic behaviour,' Ihe upper 
level would remain uppish in Rb I I I s^d Kr I I under the 
influence of 5s( 3^)^/2 perhaps.' Second, 0^) ^ 7 / 2 ®^"^ **^  
exhibits a curious behaviour^ sffid i t i s very much worth 
watching i t in T V, Ifb r i l apd Mo VIII, ^ o s e 4d levels are 
not yet completely kno^»' 
S la te r parameters of the Br I-sequenos are plott^ed 
isoelectronical ly Hb I I I - Mo VIII in Fi@; fi-^ .^ where as 
the dense spectral region constituted byilie 4p-4-d t ranst ioi 
of different ionization stages of Zr» Hbi$j:^ d Mo atoms 
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Table 4.3 - Energy Parameters (onT ) 
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HP Values a^e given in the first line; fitted/HP in the second line 
with error limits indicated in third. Data source is common with 
Tahle 4.2. 
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- 2 0 
- 8 
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- 5 0 
55 
- 1 0 
19 
55 
• 5 0 
19 
- 1 0 
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- 1 8 
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E23 
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4 d ( ^ ) ^P 72 68 67 65 63 61 
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Data are token froni Reader 9M Epstein (1972) on Rt> I I I ajid 
Y 7, from HaJKsen aPd Persson (1976) on Sr IV, from Skberg et aX 
(1972) on 2r VI, Wb V21 a?3d Wo VIII. Negative sign pertains to 
the eigen-vectors I i t Ig retai-n^d although pitrit ies are given 
in thei r stfUares.Less tKan 5 / c.ov\\%ibufcu5Y\s cvxe. l<t|t ouV-
fhe 83ps«trwm of Se I ss reported in Mln (i?#f 1 tSi 3) 
i s rffinoasared m& i t s knowledge extended by o ntanbea? of 
workssre "*' in the Imt ten yearst specially by Hosrillon end 
Vorg»»« »ho staOled I t in t»A.aC«a 1>y t^Ur Bpo^rm^t^n 
ttoing i te icotope 80, fho esteneive pcpor of Reo # guppleaented 
by a gs?OTind oonfigi«?ation study by Marfein swd 5eoti , remains 
the las t word on Br 11 so far. ^ e ^3Sh deseription of Er Itl 
hes been supploaented by rem&mnT&amto end new transition 
observations"* 
lo «02& existed on the hi^ier members of thio se<juenee 
up to 1969. 1 ures the f irs t to emalyee the spectra ^ f i l l -» 
Ho 1S?| onr w)r?£ on T Vl'^ followed, Improved versions of these 
fo«r ^eot ra have been published by ng since then# tsfcing Oare 
of the ^ ^ - %>%9 end the 4|» * 4p'4d trensitiong separately, 
Hi^er excited configorations %»%di|0d,6s end ?8 of Ho XX have 
been dealt t-Ath in enother peper *^ 
fhe resonenoe trensitions 4© 4p •• 4s4p^ have been wsrfeed 
1 A 
omt, for the f i r s t iins» by Hcpsea ^ d Perseon* ^  in Bb 17 and 
Sr ? , "by Zalubus^ et eCL in T VI and by Reader end Aojjnista 
in 2r TO - Mo IX* 
^.2 gem «tfid Level Stniotmgefl 
Ihe ground configuration 4p of these spectra coneiete of 
three terms %• D end ' s in order of increasing energy, ,% 
being inverted, the level order i s J«^»' 1, 0 in the beginning 
G3 
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of the sequence. The l eve l ^^ i n t e r a c t s with S apa 
benas (Fig* 5.1 ) to cross Aoim -T-| from Y TI cnwaras, so 
t h a t the l eve l oraer "becomes J «9 2 , 0 , t in t h i s grouna t r i -
p l e t . This effect couia be expected ft?oia the intermediate 
coupling th^oiy of 4p configurations ^^'^^ but i t has been 
g -If) 
experimentally observed a^d reported by me ' . 
Ihe configuration 4e4p i s produced by the esxsitation 
of ^ in t e rna l 4s e lec t ron to the incomplete 4p subshell 
and cons is t s of t\v-o terms and four l eve l s %« ^ ^ end V^ 
ifigm 5*2), I t becomeo the f i r s t excited configuration in 
higher members of t h i s sequences Er I I I onwards. The l eve l 
sfcruotura obeys IS scheme evidently throughout the sequence, 
"B^ i s depressed in Br XI, 
1 m maialy concerned here v i t h 4p 5s a?5d 4p 4d configurar-
t l o n s , The core 4p s p l i t s in to three terras end f ive l e v e l s , 
^ l i ch are ^ 3 / 3 1 ^^5/2,5/2 ^'^'•^ % / 2 , 3 / 2 ' '^^^ ^^^"^ ^^'^® 
l e v e l s , t hc t are formed with these l eve l s as pa ren t , are 
shown in i ' ig, 5 . 3 . I t i s immediately evident t ha t -'" ? no 
t r i p l e t struotui'o i s i n t a o t , p a r t i c u l a r l y for the higher 
mecbexs of the sequence. Pair -coupl ing seems evident . Appro-
p r i a t e nota t ions have, t he re fo r s , "be&n adopted with modifications 
on •':Ai2 l inos discuBsed in previous chapters . The l eve l s are 
giv^m ap (%}2^^, ^ S / 2 > 2 , 1 ' ^%/2>5 .2 ' <%/2>0,1 ^ * 
^'^3/2^2,1* 
If \fQ abbreviate parent terms by a, b , c , the structure 
of 4p'4d co;:.fig^.tration can be v/ritten In IS' notations aS 
a^*^©, b '''^(S,P,D,F,G) aud c "* • '(r,I>,P). There are th i r ty -
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ranging from 0 to 5; those with J «« 4*5 -vdll not comMne 
radiatively with the ground levels evidently. I t Can be 
seen from Pig, 5.4 how the 23 levels of th i s configuratloft' , 
that are kno\'/n Sr V - Mo IX, are dlstr ihated on energy scale . 
Triplet structures are nowhere evident and only the three 
sit^^bets of the upper part of the diagram are distinguishable 
from level c lus ters . IS notations are borrowed, therefore 
only because nothing bet ter i s available, 
3.3 I^gntjLJricai^^pns 
4T)^ - 4T3^58 Trr^nsitlons 
The selection rule A j « o, Jt 1 except 0 ->0 permits 35 
4p - 5S t ransi t ions , but many of them are fa in t . I t i s imme-
diately vis ible from Pig, 5.3, that the knovffi 58 levels of 
th is sequence are divided into two pa r t s . The old work, as 
quoted in section 5 ,1 , covers the f i r s t three spectra only. 
Our work extends Y VI - Mo IX and there i s a gap for Rb IV 
and Sr V, 
I s tarted my work of identifying these t ransi t ions with 
Nb VIII, whose 4P-5B l ines are situated 181-210 i . As overlapp-
ing spectra, there exis t only two lluos of Hb VI end three of 
Nb VII, that were already identified. This par t of the Nb VITI 
spectrum could, therefore, be regarded as recorded pure, gnd 
u>eYe 
26 transitions^identified to establish a l l the five levels of 
the ground 4p and the ten of the excited 5s configuration. 
In 1976, one more faint l ine has been added to the l i s t and 
the measurements refined on the basis of I<und recordings. 
This work was easily extended to 2r VII (221-248 i ) . 
GC 
vdiere only some meaitsm intensity eind faint l ines STom 
higher Ions overlap the speotnim under study. All the 
levels of the two oonfiguratlons concerned could be deter-
mined from the 22 trjwisitione identified in 1969-70. To 
th i s j s ix more l ines were added in 1976 sind the measurements 
refined. 
On my Orsay speotrogr^e of Mo, only a few very faint 
l ines of 4p^ - 4p 5s t ransi t ions appeared 16o - 170 % and 
I em only too happy to see four of theift having been correctly 
identified and measured. The r e s t of Mo IX spectrum i s 
sinalyBea afresh at Aligax^ with the help of Lxind recordings. 
The sajne i s true for Y VI, \itiloh. i s characterised by a pa i r 
of l ines about 125 cm*"^  apart that consti tute transit ions 
from Various upper levels to the ^ ^ ^ levels of the ground 
c o n f i ^ r a t i on, 
The diff icul t ies of identifying 4p-4d transi t ions in 
many times ionized atoms i s eacplained in the previous 
chapter. In th is s e renee , the d i f f icul t ies &:ce aggravated 
c g 
by the presence of four 4s4p levels, instead of one 4s4p 
•« 
of the Br I* sequence, that mix up with a number of 4p 4d 
levels , thereby causing differences up to 44000 cm 
between the observed and calculated positions of certain 
levels , 
That data on the 4d levels of th i s sequence was of no 
help in sixtees i s evident from the isoelectronic plot of 
Q 
these levels as given in my 1970 paper^. The situation h« 
improved since then considerably due to our own efforts 
G7 
at Aligarh ^ &i^ a hitherto tmpublished work of PerBsou 
on Sr T (Prlv, Cora,). 23 levels of th is configuration are 
now known Y YI » Ko IX, one less in Sr V. Most of these 
have been confirmed in 2r VII by the very recent work of 
Zainul Abidin on the 4d + 5s - 5p trginsitions of that 
spectrum carried out in our laboratory. 
All the energsr levels of t h i s getjaences, that are known 
to me, are assembled in lable 5.1 and plotted Sr V • Mo IX 
in Hg . 5.4? I have t r ied to establish connection with the 
known 4d levels of Kr I I I . 
5.4 Level Interactions and Admixtures 
Data on the pet-centage composition of levels , aS 
available to us from Cowen calculations (Priv, Com.) I s 
reproduced in Table 5.2. In 1975» he mixed together 4p 4d and 
4s 4p levels of X VI, 2r VII gnd Mo VIII to estimate in ter -
configuration mixing, Q?he old (196?) calculations on Nb VIII 
5 do not include 4s4p leve l s , hence the disc rep sjioles in the 
table . As no other work l e reported recently on the 4d or 
5s levels of this se^juence, the table does not include 
corresponding information on other isoeleetronic spectra.' 
I t i s evident from 3?able 5,2 that each of 4s4p^ \^ ^ 
levels affects only one 4d level signlficently, i .e.(^D) ^ ^ ^ 
with corresponding J-value. 4s4p P^  end ^Pg levels mix up 
to 5/f with two 4d levels , of infelch the admixture of 
4s4p^ ''p^ with (^B) •'p^ i s in the ra t io of about 2 i 1 . Ho 
4.5! 
KrJII 
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serious mixing of the ^ •^^ levels of 4s4p^ i s reported. 
Cowan has not mixed 5s levels with these two confi-
gurations | we have, therefore, no data on th is subject, 
4d and 5s levels overlap Br I I - Y V and the isoeleotro-
nic plot of 5s levels (Fig. 5*3) indicates some small 
hut definite perturbations in at l eas t Kr I I I due to th i s 
reason. On higher ijwmbers side, the smoothness of i so-
electronic p lots megns that i f there i s any 4d-5s mixing 
in these spectra (possibly in t V), i t has to be small 
and systematic. 
As regards intra-configaration mixing within 5s, the 
four levels with J « 1 are mixed together to some extent, 
^^1/2^t ^^^'^S the leas t of them, fhe ma;Jor component 
contributes overv^elmingly in e ^ h casej the percentage of 
^ I/2N ^^^S '^^ ^^y increases with 2, \*iile that of others 
sl ightly decreases. 3Jhe same i s true for the four 3 m 2 
levels of 58, of vtoioh {\^^)^ has the highest purity 
percentage m^ gains in i t as the sequence adv ices , 
Details of level mixing within. 4d configuration 
should be seen in the Table 4.4« All patterns described 
correspondingly in the Br I * sec^ence are pi^seht here 
too, though to varying degrees. In a number of cases, up to 
five el gen-vectors contribute significgintly to the forma-
tion of a 4d leve l . Numerous instances of intimate mixing 
of two or more components are present, in four of v*iich, 
two eigen-vectors contribute almost etjially along the se-
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(*S) \ • ih) h^ • (^B) \ and (%) \ • < »^> ^3}g. 
In these cases, designation of the level by major compo-
nent TaecomBB impossible anfl inrithout physical significance. 
^Percentage puri ty of the major eomponetit declines 
slowly vdth z for most of the 4d leve ls , v^ereas i t wos 
found otherv/iee for 4s 4p* Bxceptions are however availar 
b le , in 4d (^D) \ . tha t declines fas t , in (^D) T ^ , ^ g , 
(^P) ^ « and (^S) h)^ that slowly increase' , and in i^v) \^, 
jj that remain almost constant as the sequence 
advances* 
A number of levels are calculated to be r o u ^ l y pure, 
such a^  (%) ^Do,1»2,3,4» ^^^^ ^ V ^^^^ ^^1 ^^ ^^^^ \ ' 
the l a s t being 100^ pure as there i s no other »?" « 5 level in 
the configuration or around. 
Some spisimalous behaviours also deserve attention, Por 
example* (^B) ^ ^ i s the fast increasing component of a level 
y VI - Kb V i n , In t VI i t i s mixed with (^D) ^T^ in e(f.ial pro^ 
portions* but in Mo 2X i t suddenly declines to the fouriai position 
snd <2D) h becomes the dominant f i r s t . 
The oaloulated Slater parameters of Se I - l ike level energies 
are reproduced in Table 5.5 and plotted in Pig, 5.5. The three 
independent evaluations of ^ . from different configurations are 
comparable in value in a l l the four spectra. The same i s true 
for the two evaluations of P^ (4p 4p), v^ich shows that i n t e r -
configuration interactions do not dis tor t the structure of 
70 
Individual oonflgiiratlons appreciably. 
The average en^gy E^y of eaoh configuration (some 
times Called configuration C,G, Tmt I have floated the 
tenn C,E, istead hecause talking of the gravity i s rather 
far-fledged when we are dealing \4lth energy values) Is 
sufficiently different in the four spectra ito permit no 
overlap of the various configurations. In 4s4p^;,& > ^. 
"by an order of magnitude.Multlplet structure is nicely 
Intaot , therefore, and P^ does not mix with ^^ appreciably 
at all* 
We notice in 5s configuration that F^ > 7^. eonsldera-
hly} tmt Q i s smaller tha t 7^^ a l l along, tha^agh eomp-
arat>le in magnitude, This is why the coupling si tuat ion 
i s remote from IiS to the extent of producing pairs "but 
not going to 33» 
In case of 4d, four parameters F^(4p 4p), F (4p 4d), 
(i^ <4p 4d) snd G^(4p 4d) are comparahle in magnitude, hut 
eaOh one of them i s considerably greater than i^. , v^lch 
i s "by an order of magnitude larger than ^^^. Terms from 
Various parentages - overlap so much heoause F and 
S parameters have comparahle values, but the multlplet 
structure-^s are not a l l l o s t because spln-orhit interactions 
are small. This i s \*ty calculations given IS pur i t i es more 
than for any other coupling, despite iiie complete overlap 
of terms observed. 
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Table 5.2 contd, , . 












































































Bata are taken from R.B, Cowa^ i (1973, Pr lv . Com.) for T VI, Zr VII, 
Mo IX (where 4s4p^ i s mixed with 4p'4d) and Cowan (1967) for Nh VIII 
(without configuration mixinel 






G ' ' ( 4 S 4 P ) 89.31 
% p 8.570 






^ 4a .602 
\ v 350.932 
|2(4p4p) 66.958 















































Data are reproaucea from R.D. Cowan (1973 ana 67), except those on 
4s4p^ of Ht) VIII ta3cen from Reaaer ana Aoulsta (1976), In Fb VIII, 
c 
configurations are not mixea, v^ere as in other spectra 4s4p enft 
4p 44 levels are mixea together. 
CHAPTER «. 6 
A3 I SEQIJENOB AND THE Hb IX SPECTRUM 
6.1 Review? of the jgeauence 
AlEL vol 2 (ref 1 Ch 3) gives ug data on the f i r s t four 
members of t h i s se(3uence. Addition to t h a t has been r a the r 
meager up t i l l now. We can mention a paper on autoionigied 
-1 *> 
leveJs and one on the absorption spectrum _ of As I , Ho' 
new work i s published on Se I I arid tvsro r a the r old papers^ 
esdLst on Br H I , A new paper hast of couree, appeared 
recent ly on Kr IV*, 
On higher members of As I-seguence, I m the f i r s t to 
publish 4p * 4p 5s t r ans i t i ons in Nb IX. I t was followed 
c 
by gin elaborate ^ a l j ^ i s of these trsgnsitions Y VII - Mo X 
and then tha t of 4p - 4d t r a n s i t i o n s of these and many other 
spect ra . ^^ he l a s t paper in t h i s sequence has j u s t appeared 
on the resonance t r a n s i t i o n s 4s 4p ' - 4s4p in Zr VIII , All 
t h i s work i s oaxa^ied out in our lahora tory . Here, I wi l l 
describe the i den t i f i ca t i on of the 4p-5s t r a n s i t i o n s in 
Nb IX. 
6.2 Leye?, Styuctueg 
The ground 4p^ configuration of A3 I - l i k e spectra cons i s t s 
of 3 terms and 5 le^qels, ^ 3 / 2 * ^^3/2 5/2* % / 2 , 3 / 2 ' '^^ 
s t ruc tu re i s n ice ly studied theore t ica l ly^* ' '^ . 
After one electron i s excited out x)f t h i s configurat ion, 
the core of the remaining two wi l l give r i se to 4p^ ^ Q ^ 2» ^ \ 
(d 
f t ) 
gtnd S^ as terms and levels-^ ^ ± n increas ing energy-
order. Addition of one 5s e lect ron r e s u l t s in s p l i t t i n g 
the t r i p l e t in to a qUfirtet and a douMet, but 0 (4p,5s) 
"being smaller in magnitude than Tj-f l e v e l s of the two 
terms l i e olose together ^ d ^ 5 / 2 rieCfes ahout P^/. for 
h i ^ e r members of the sequence, Por the r e s t , De/g 3/3 
and ^ w g are b u i l t on Dg and S^ respec t ive ly . All the 
terms should have been normel, but ^D i s found inver ted a l l 
along the sequence most probably because 1^3/2 ^s pu^i^ed 
up by ^ ^ « / 2 o^ "^^^ configuration much more in comparison 
with the displacement of ^'^R/2 ^^ ^ 5 / 2 ' 
As 3*3- coupling does not hold good s t r i c t l y in any of 
the two configurations involved, A J • 0, :fc 1 i s the only 
select ion rule to opera te . We, t h e r e f o r e , esqpect a 
maximum of 35 4p-5s t r a n s i t i o n s in such a spectruf, of 
vAiich many wi l l be f a i n t , 
6 .5 Iden t i f i ca t ions 
On my Orsay spertrograms of Nb, a number of l i n e s 
stood prominent in the 160 - 180 SI region and appeared to 
belong de f in i t e ly to ioniza t ions higher than renorted up 
to 1970, by me. With the help of Cowan's ca l cu la t ions , 
I assigned them to 4p - 4p 5s t r ans i t ions in Kb IX^, I 
did not , however, ha'^e a t t h a t time a complete l i s t of 
fa in t l i n e s of t h i s spectrum tha t can appear in t h a t 
region. This was achieved a few years l a t e r with the use e>| 
Imnd recordings and a f i na l analys is of 19 t r a n s i t i o n s was 
<accr'yL-,'ii'fi'•iniiwaiii n TIIIIII«I .aweaiMicacatr^ica* • T" ^z%n 
^Q^SG 
4p^ 
" £ • " • " * ' " * — " ' " • • ' ' " •— N« w ^-wWTrmi.^tmrif* 
^ • « 4 IIA III 11 mil iiiiM" 
1^^' •'•(rirmii 1 mmiam - wiy 
"Vi"""?'" *4-
1 4 11 II i w . 
•^IW«W«&i^»l A-4-
' 
•WWW»ltl> »Hli •<<M<I 
-4-h-
iijji lif * I 






^^ Pr? S/2 
A i ^ 
•r.tM»lii«ii1f|MI[il|rtlWWlllilTMl<||MW|lM(llgMMta>Jt<)«^iftgili«V.t.Wi|llUIK^ 
• \ 
end tr0?^5itient! i 
i-»irfi[rTTii-rri- ^ 
WM* ~«Ml |MW«MnMMHMM 
3/2 
^ iiilKililniwiiJiiHWlgi rim-iiini 1"' "'-'' •iiiiii >"ia«pn—wain*^' I *S* '•r i. 
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reported along with seven other 4p-5e ePelyses of As 1* 
sijid Se I - l ike spectra T ^ Mo. On the basis of these identi-
f icat ions, a l l the five 4p^ and the e l ^ t 4p 5s levels are 
determined in the spectra concerned.' 
fhese levels and transit ions tsxe shown schematically 
in f ig , 6,1 • 3?he level valiaes are given in Tahle 6,1 ^ d 
the t ransi t ion wavelengths are included in fable II , ' 
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Table 6.1 
hir and ifp^5s energy levels of Kb IX (<^'^~ ) 



































Data are quoted, from Chaghtai (1971> and Hahimullah et al.(1976) 
AFiSNDlCts 
^^ n) 
Ixi the following three tablesi are assembled element-
wise, Identified lines of Zr, Nb and Mo that connect the 
energy levels of the spectra descrilaed in Chapters 3-&: > 
Data are quoted from the l a tes t publications as under: 
Reader e t al.(BER 1972) on Zr ?, Hb VI and Mo VII 
Ekberg e t al.CEHR I972a,b and c) on Zr VI,Nb VII and Mo VII. 
Ghaghtal e t al.(CBK 1976) on ^p -ifp-'^s t ransi t ions of 
ZrVII, Nb VIII and Mo IX 
Rahimullah e t al.(RGK 1978) on ^p^-i«-p\d transi t ions 
of Zr VII, Nb V i n and Mo IX 
Hahimullah e t al.{HGK 1976) on M-p^ -U-p^ Js transit ions 
of Hb IX. 
Author (s) who identified the line originally are indicated 
in the Hef. Colunaa, where additional symbols have the following 
meanings 
I^» Paul and Rense 1939 
GCi Charles 1950 
M3J Chaghtai 1969, 70a, b and c . 
gc or ffic stands for Charles or (Siaghtal if they 
did identify the line but erred in measurement. 
Table I t Iden t i f i ed Lines of Zirconium Spectra 
Zr V : ifp^ - ^PL"s, nd, h-ak-pj5lP 
Zr VI J 
Zr V I I J 
5s, hskp^ 
^P -^P^^d, " 

























































































^ p ^ 
^ p ' ' 
^ p ^ 
M-p^  











9 s ( 3 / 2 ) | 
8s (1 /2)^ 
7d ''P^ 
- hahv^5P ^^ ^ 
- i f P % ( 3 / 2 ) ^ 
7d ^D^ 
7 s ( l / 2 ) i 
6d ^P^ 
73 (3 /2 ) ^  
6d ^D^ 
6d ^Pi 
6s (1 /2)^ 
5d ^P^ 
6s (3 /2)^ 
lfp35s(2p3/2 
- i4-p^5d h^ 
- hp^^Bi^P^/2)^ 
<'^3/2>1 

























Table I c« 










































































































^ ^ 2 -
s-
3 P , . 
s-
3 P 2 -
^ 2 -
^ ^ 1 -
S/2 - ^P 5^S 
^pQ " ^P^5s 
3p^ -
W 
^ ^ 2 -
s-
-
^ S o -
3 P 2 . 
2p^/2 - lfp^5£ 
''D2 •» kv^5i 
3 P o -
3p^ -
^ S o -
1 
P3/2 - "^P 5' 
«» 
<^i ' l /2) l 





( 2 P i / 2 ) i 
( 2 D 5 / 2 ) 2 ^ 
( ^So) i /2 
^^»3/2>1 
( 2 D 3 / 2 ) I 




^ ^ ^ 2 ) 1 
^ 3 3 / 2 ) 2 
' C^So)i/2 
5 (203 /2)3 







































































































































- ifp 5s (3p^)i /2 HI 






ifP^ 3p2 , 






(^ fo> l /2 
- Jfp3(2p)l,.^ 1p^ 
- ^P^5s 0>'^2Ht2 
1/2 - ^^^1^1/2 












l+p3(^SM 3D2 MG 
^p^(3p)»f(i Sjj^^g EHR 
lfp3(2D)lfd b g HCK 
3P, 
* 4 P S S (3p2)3/2 
l(.p3(2j))^.j| Ip. 









^^ ^^3/2 - ^p''C^P)ifd ^Pi/2 HI 
^v" '•D. « Vp3(2D)lfd ^D, RCK 
RCK 





































































































k 3, Ifp 
lfp5 2p^ / 2 -
k^i^j))hd h^ HOC 
IfP^C^PM 2B3/2 MC 
»fP^5s (1/2)^ EEB 









^ 1 / 2 ?^ ("•D) 









- ifp^(3p)i+d 2p^/2 pa 
hp*' h^ - k-p^i^D)k-(i 3P, 
I q 










lfp5 2p^/2 - lfP^(3p)M-d 2 p y 2 BHE 








Jfp^C^SM 2^3/2 MG 
lfp3(2p)ij.d 3p^ aCK 































































































































l^.p5 2p^^2 . l«.p*'(b)»+d % 5 / 2 EHR 
l^.p^ 3p^ . Ifp3(2p)l4.d ' ' D 2 ^ ° K 












hp*- ^2 - ^P^(^D)^d %2 ^ ^ 
^ 2 - ""^ 2 » ^ 
ifp^ ^P3/2 - ^ P ^ C ^ M ^D5/2 <^^  
Ifp^ 3p^ . Ifp^(^D)^ ^D^ RCK 
P^^  %/2 - ^^(^^^^^ ^^3/2 EHR 































































































\ ^ % / 2 
^^1/2 
^^ ^ 2 
»fp^ % i / 2 
\ ^ ^ 2 
Ifp^ % i / 2 
^V2 
»fP^ ^So 
^ ^ ^^3/2 
^^1/2 
(fe) 2^3/2 
(3p) S 3 / 2 
• (3P) ^PV2 
- ^p^lfd -^ D^  
- IfP^C^PM '^Fj/g 
'*"^3/2 
. »fp3(^D)lfd %^ 
% 3 
3 B , 
- >4.p^(''D)^d 2p^/2 
V 2 
- M-P^C^DM ^ 3 
- »4.p (^''D)i4.d ^D3/2 
- M-p3(2D)l+d 3 F 2 
- lfp^C3p)lfd ^Pi /2 
F3/2 
• (^D) % V 2 
. (3P) S 3 / 2 
1 
D5/2 
• Ifp^d 3p^ 
. IfslfP^ % V 2 























* From new neasurenents perfomed at Aligarh. 
Table l i t Identified Lines of Niobium Spectra 
6 "i 6 
Nb VI t kp ^ kjrtiSindfhak-p 5 P 
Nb VII I ht? - hp%d^$3fhahp^ 
Nb VIII : ^•p^ - ^ p ^ , 5 s 
Nb IX * ^P^ • ' f p ^ s 





































































^1 ) ->0 _^P^9s(3/2) 
88(1/2) 
8s (3/2) 
* 7s (1/2) 







»fp^ ^Pt/2 - ^P^^« ^Si/2 





































































































































P^^  ^^3/2- P^^ «^ ^^U^ 
Jtp^ ""SQ . ^P%d ^P-, 
lfp3 ^83/2- ^P%s \ / 2 
»fP^ 2p^/2—^P^5s ^^3/2 
^1/2 
"V2- ""^2 
l*p^ 3p2 . »fP%5(2p^^^^^ 
'^ •P^ ^ ^ 2 - ^^^^^ % / 2 
\ ^ 3p^ - ifp35s(%3/2)2 
lfp3 2 D ^ / 2 - »*p25a '^P3/2 
^P l /2 - ^^3/2 
2D3/2- ^P l /2 
i*.p^  3p^ . J+p35s(2pi/2)i 




^ 2 - <%/2>1 
3p^ - <2Pl/2)o 
^P^ ^^1/2- ^P^5« ^^1/2 
Ifp**" 3p2« V > P ^ 5 S ( 2 D 5 / 2 ) 3 
























































































































lfp5 2p. 1/2" i fP^s 
^p'* ^D2 -»fp35 8 
3 P o -
3p-j -
M-p^  2p 
o ' 
3/2- ^P^58 
JfP*^  ifp35s 
ifp^ ^P3/2- ^p^58 
















^So) l /2 
V2>1 
03/2)2 





























































261 .if 67 23 
262.152 23 
262 .^ 6i»- 700 
J+36355 
if26875 
if 260 96 
if 23612 























7 I I I 
7 I I I 
7 1 
7 I I I 
711 
7 1 
7 I I I 















2pi/2- (^ ^1)3/2 
<^^o>l/2 
^^*'2)3/2 
Ifp^ 3p^ . ifp3(2p)l^d ''P^ 
3 p . . (2D) •F. 
6 1 S« -Ifp' 
ifp^ 3p 
ifp5 2p 3/2-
l fp%S( i /2 )^ 
ifp^(^s)ifd h^ 
i fP^C^PM \ / 2 
^ P % s ( 3 / 2 ) ^ 
ifP^(^S)ifd ^Dg 










ifp^(%)ifd % 3 / 2 
ifP^(S)ifd ^Dg 
^Pg - (^D) ""P^ 
^ 2 * \ 
\ - ^P2 
























Table I I contd, . . 4 
263,239 
263.701 












































































V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 




V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
VI I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
VII 
V JLJLJL 
V I I I 
V I I I 
VI I 
V I I I 
VII 




^ ^ 0 -




















hp^ % V 2 -
kjy ^ 2 -
3 P 2 -
-
^P^ %/2-
^P^ 3 ^ 2 -
hp^ % l / 2 -
Ifp^ 3 P 2 . 
ifp-^C^DM 
( % ) 
( ^ ) 
('^S) 

















































































































































V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
VI I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
VII 
V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
VI I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
V I I I 
VI I I 
VII 
V I I I 
V I I I 
VII 









^P^ ^ ^ 1 / 2 -











lfp5 % 3 / 2 . 
».P^ In 
*^ 2 " 
P^^  %/2' 
ifp^ K-
< % ) 
( % ) 
(^D) 
( % ) 
ifp'*(''s)»+d 
l f p ^ ( % ) ^ 
i f p ^ C b M 
ii.p^C%)ifd 
(^D) 























































































































































































































ifP^(^P)ifd S 3 / 2 
( S ) %i/2 


























Table H contd. 
363.825 50 27^8^7 VI kp^ ^s^^ k-pKa h^ Mc 
l f 7 0 . ? 9 0 h^O 212»f99 7 1 1 ^p^ ^ ^ 2 ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^l/2 ^^ 
517.281 ifOO 193319 VII %^/2 - ^S^/2 OC 
Table I I I . Ident i f ied l ines of Mo^^bdenum Spectra 
^ 5 6 
Mo VII : hp - Vp^ns, nd, k-aU-p 5p 
Mo VI I I : ifp^ - ^ p ^ d , 5s, ^aU-p^ 
Mo DC. J hp - Ifp^^d, 5s 
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Table I I I contd, 
186.377 n 5365»f7 V H I 
l89 .6 l i f 100 527387 V I I I 
190.2Jf1 25 52564.9 V I I I 
191.769 90 521^61 V I I I 
192.286 5 520059 V I I I 
198.367 N- 50»f1l6 V I I I 
198.835 125 502930 V I I 
207.773 150 tii.ai29»* V I I 
212.168 6 if7l325 K 
213.980 9 't-67333 IX 
21k. .266 10 if 66710 I3C 
221.127 2 ^52229 IX 
223.280 15 Mf7868 V I I I 
223.^58 10 Mf75l1 DC 
226,7k7 25 Mf1020 IX 
229.607 i»f »f 35527 IX 
230.708 12 ^33Mf8 IX 
231.991 25 >+3105l IX 
231.751 2^ lf31^98 IX 
232.0»fO 50 U-30960 V I I I 
232.056 25 »f 30930 u 
23»»'.228 20 M.2693^ IX 
23^.318 900 if 26778 v m 
235.510' 500 if2if6l0 V I I I 
235.850 16 if23998 U 
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Table I I I contd. n 
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\EGLE '^ t Mir^a S. CHAGHTAI 
C. R. Acad. Sc . P a r i s , t. 262 , p. 678-680 (7 m a r s 1966). Serie B 
SPiiCTROSGOPrE ATOMfQUE. — iStude du spectre du niobium dans Vulira-
i>iolet extreme avec un spectrographe a deux reseaux. Note (*) de MM. PIKKKK 
JAI;GI>: ct MIKZA S . CiiACiiiTAi, presentee par M. Francis Perrin. 
Le spectre du niobium dans I'ultraviolet extreme, obtenu avec une chambre 
d'dtincelles condensees sous vide, est etudie an moyen d'un spectrographe a deux 
reseaux concaves sous incidence rasante. Les longueurs d'onde et I'intensite relative 
des rales du domaine de i65 a 23o A ont et6 mesurees. 
Au cours d'un travail anterieur (') qui decrivait un nouveau spectro-
graphe comportant deux -reseaux tangents, concju par I'un de nous, le spectre 
d'etincelle du niobium avait ete observe dans la region de longueur d'onde 
comprise entre 5o et Z|00 A. La chambre d'etincellcs utilisee pour ce travail 
fonctionnait avec une tension de decharge d'environ 8o kV. Les etudes 
effectuees par d'autres auteurs dans le meme domaine [(-), (')] avaient 
donne lieu a I'identification de certaines raies appartenant aux specti'es 
de Nb V, Nb VI et Nb VII ; mais ces identifications ne concernaient qu'un 
petit nombre des emissions que nous obtenions. Pour les nombreuses raies 
non identifiees, il n'existe, a notre connaissancc, aucune mesure de longueur 
d'onde et d'intensite. Grace aux donnee^s disponibles, notammenl pour 
les sequences isolectroniques Rb I, Kr I et Br I ("), il parait possible, 
dans le cadre d'une etude spectrale comparative du zirconium, du niobium 
et du molybdene, de proceder a de nouvelles identifications dans- les 
spectres de ces trois elements. C'est pourquoi nous avons entrepris de 
mesurer I'ensemble des raies observees dans le cas du niobiuin. Nous 
rapportons ci-dessous les resultats relatifs a la region de i65 a i5o A, 
sans en commencer la discussion dans le cadre de cette Note. 
Le spectrographe a deux reseaux sous incidence rasante [(*), (''), (")], 
utilise pour cette etude, donne, a rayon de courbure egal, un pouvoir de 
resolution superieur a celui du spectrographe simple et permet d'eviter 
le recouvrement des ordres d'interference. Cette technique rend plus 
facile le depouillement des spectres, en particulier lorsqu'on se trouve en 
presence d'un gi-and nombi'e de raies dans un petit intervalle dc 
longueur d'onde. 
Deux exemples des enregistrements obtenus sont donnes par la figure 
qui reproduit le spectre sans recouvrement d'ord.res. Pour le cliche a 
Tangle d'attaque sur le premier reseau est de 10°, les angles d'attaque 
sur le miroir intermediaire et sur le deuxieme reseau sont de 5o58'. 
Les valeurs correspondantes sont respectivement de 11O08' et 6°25' pour 
le cliche b. Ces deux cHches ont ete realises en utiHsant le premier ordre 
de chaque reseau dans les conditions etablies antericurement (*). Les disper-
( 2 ) 
sions sont respcctivement de i,5 et i,4 mm/A. Nous avons indique sur 
la figure la longueur d'onde des raies suffisamment intenses pour 
apparaitre a la reproduction, en soulignant les valeurs qui sont fournies 
par le travail dc Charles (-). 
Les raies de ref^ence que nous avons utilisees pour la mesure des 
longueurs d'onde sont celles de I'aluminium (') et du cuivre ('), ainsi 
que certaines des raies du niobium mesurees par Charles. Soit x la distance 
sur le cliche, d'une raic a mesurer a une raie de preference prise comme 
n /] (/n \ \ rTilYi 
^ ^. t % 
o o r •-• 
n\ /WW) Ml O i\ n f\ 
r* n n in 
o o o o 








Spectre du niobium, photograpliie sans recouvrement d'ordres d'inlerference 
avec le spectrographe a deux reseaux, dans la region de i65 a aSo A. 
originc. La formule de dispersion du spectrographe a deux reseaux permet 
de calculcr la longueur d'onde par une relation de la forme 
A = Ao + A1 a.' + A,.«- -h A ,a;' -I- . . ., 
ou les coefficients A,,, A,, Aa, A,,, . . . peuvent etre determines experimen-
talement en mcsurant la position d'un certain nombre de raies de I'eference. 
Des verifications eflectuees avec des raies de longueurs d'onde connues 
ont montr-e que quatre raies de reference permettent d'etablir, sous forme 
d'un polynome du troisieme degre, une formule d'interpolation valable 
dans un intervalle maximal de l\o A. Dans quelques cas, pour des 
intervalles de longueurs d'onde legerement superieurs, nous avons utilise 
cinq raies de reference permettant de calculer les coefficients d'un poly-
nome du qualrieme degre. Au total dix enregistrements, realises avec le 
systeme a deux reseaux dans differentes conditions de reglage, ont ete 
depouilles. L'emploi comme detecteui's, de fdms photographiques a support 
souple (Kodak SC 5) limite la precision des mesures a o,oi A. Pour quelques 
raies larges et peu intenses I'erreur pent atteindre i 0,02 A. 
Les resultats sont rassembles dans le tableau L Dans la premiere colonne 
sont indiquees les longueurs d'onde; pour certaines valeurs, correspondant 
au cas que nous venons de mentionner, le dernier chiffrc est en petit 
( 3 ) 
TABLEAU I. 
164,977 75 75 
166,25 i5 -
167,63 25 ~ 
168,18 20 
168,78 10 -





































































































209 ,65 10 
210, 83 35 
211, 20 400 
212 ,08 10 
214,14 10 
2i4 .27 10 





219, 746 25o 
224 , i8a 3oo 
224, 737 200 







i5o 227 , 463 60 
23o ,5i 10 — 
23o ,90 3o — 
23i , 36 25 -
232,37 20 — 
232,84 i5 -
234 , 260 40 100 
238,176 400 400 
247.979 25o 25o 
248 , 724 35o 25o 
249,55 175 -
25o ,737 25 25 
caractere. Dans la colonne suivante sont i-eportees les intensites trouvees 
pour chaque raie. Les raies mesurees par Charles et utilisees par nous 
comme references sont incluses dans le tableau. Les valeurs de I'intensite 
obtenue par Charles pour ces raies figurent dans la troisieme colonne. 
La raie situee a 170, 180 A a servi de base a la comparaison des resultats 
en intensite. Un certain nombre de desaccords, partiellement explicables 
par les differences de conditions d'excitation, peuvent etre constates. 
(*) Stance du 14 fevrier 1966. 
(') P. JAEGLE, TMse, Paris, 1965. 
(•') G. W. CHARLES, Phys. Rev., i95o, 77, p. 120. 
(") M. W. TRAWICK, Phys. Rev., 46, 1984, p . 63. 
CO B. E D L E N , Handbuch der Phys., 27, 1964, p . 81. 
0 P. JAEGLE, Comptes rendus, 259, 1964, p . 533 et 4556. 
, (") P. JAEGLE, J . Phys., 24, 1968, p. 179. 
, (') E. F E R N E R , Ark. Mat. Ast. Phys., 36 A, 1948, p. i. 
(«) P. G. KRUGGER, F . S. COOPER, Phys. Rev., 44, 1983, p. 826. 
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Energy Levels of Zt v, vi, vii, Nb vi, vii, viii, and Mo vii, viii, ix 
MiRZA SAID-UZ-ZAJA-R CHAGHTM* 
Labomtorie de Chimie Physique de la Pac-ulle des Sciences de Paris 
(Received 3 March 1969) 
,OneJ)vndTed and eigiity.seven energy leveJs are.reported„in.the_spectra.Zr.v, Zr yji,.Nb.viil, Moix,_-.™.. 
studied for the first time, and in the spectra Zr vi, Nb vi, vii, and Mo vii, viii, thoroughly revised. All of 
the levels of the ground configurations 4^'' (^  = 6,5,4) of the ions concerned and a good part of levels be-
longing to the first excited id and 5s configurations are established. In the case of Zr v and Nb vi, three 
members of the Rydberg series 4fi^ns (n=S,6,7) and two oi the 4fi^nd (n=4,5) have been found, thus 
leading to the derivation of the ionization hraits: Zr v 657 600 cm"', Nbvi 827 300 cm"' and Mo vm 
1 022 800 cm"'. 
INDEX HEADINGS: Spectra; Molybdenum; Niobium; Zirconium. 
In a previous study Jaegle and Chaghtai^ recorded 
spectrograms of niobium, making use of the Jaegle's 
2-grating technique^ and 2-m circular spectrograph.^ 
The experiments were carried out in the Laboratoire de 
Chimie Physique de la Faculte des Sciences de Paris. In 
that study, wavelength and intensity measurements 
were reported on the line spectrum of niobium from 
about 165 to about 250 A. Later, I used the same 
spectrograph with a single grating of 1152 lines/mm 
ruled on glass, with an 80° angle of incidence, to record 
the line spectra emitted by multiply ionized Zr, Nb, and 
Mo atoms from about 100 to about 1950 A. The light 
source used consisted of two electrodes with 40-80 kV 
across a spark gap of about 15 mm in a vacuum of the 
order of 10" ' torr. A capacitance of 5 fxF and an in-
ductance of 26 m H were used in the circuit. 
The spectrograms taken on Kodak (France) S.C.5 
and S.C.7 films show all the accessible spectral orders 
with reasonable intensity, attaining in the 8th order a 
dispersion of 3 mm/A for wavelengths around 248 A 
and an observed resolution of about 0.008 A at 239.5 A. 
A weighted mean of the wavelengths measured in their 
different orders with reference to the Al lines'''* has 
been used. 
The average sparking potential was found to be 
noticeably different for some spectrograms as compared 
to the rest. This provided a means oi separating the 
ionization stages, by a study of the variation of line 
intensity from one spectrogram to the other. 
The measured spectra could be analyzed with the 
help of the adapted Hartrce (HX) calculations made 
specifically for the author by Cowan'' at Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory. The work on the transition as-
signments has been completed in Lund with the help of 
* Present address: Fysiska Institutionen, Lunds Univcisilet, 
Lund, Sweden. 
1 P. Jaegle and M. S. Chaghlai, Conipl. Rend. 262, 678 (1966). 
2 P. Jaegle, thesis, Univ. Paris (1965); J. Phys. Radium 24, 
179 (1963); Compt. Rend. 259, .533, 4556 (1964), in I-nlcmationales 
Symposium Roenlgenspehlren uvd Chrmischc Bitidung (Wissen-
schaftliche Zeitschrift, Leipzig, 1965). 
' R. L. Kelly, Vacuum UUra-Viokl !'jms\ion Lines (Lawrence 
Radiation Lab., Livermore, Calif., 1957). 
< R. Kdlc'n, Rept. Progr. Phys. XXVI, 202 (1963). 
' R. D. Cowan, Phys. Rev. 163, 54 (1967); J. Opt. Soc. Am. 58, 
808, 924 (1968). 
valuable suggestions by Professor Edlen.* A comparison 
with the analogous spectra of the first-transition-period 
elements, particularly with Ti v, vi, and vii studied by 
Svensson and Ekberg,' proved to be greatly helpful and 
reassuring for my identifications of the ip-M, 5s transi-
tions in the spectra of Zr, Nb, and Mo, isoelectronic 
with Kr I, Br i, and Se i. 
The spectra of Zr v, Zr vn, Nb vni, and Mo i x have 
been studied for the first time, and the previous analyses 
of Zr VI,' Nb VI and vii, ' and Mo vii and vm" have been 
thoroughly revised. The details of the analyses will be 
published elsewhere; the final results on newly dis-
covered or confirmed energy levels are summarized in 
Tables I - I I I . 
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Energy Levels of Zr v, vi, vii, Nb vi, vn, viii, and Mo vn, viii, ix 
MiRZA SATD-UZ-ZArAR CHAGHTAI* 
Lahoralorie de Chintie Physique de la PacvUe des Sciences dc Paris 
(Received 3 March 1969) 
One hundred and eighty seven energy levels are reported in the spectra Zr v, Zr vn, Nb viii. Mo ix, 
studied for the first time, and in the spectra Zr vi, Nb vi, vii, and Mo vit, viii, thoroughly revised. All of 
the levels of the ground configurations ip'^ (^  = 6,5,4) of the ions concerned and a good part of levels be-
longing lo the first excited 4d and 5s corifigutations are established. In the case of Zi v and Nb vi, three 
members of the Rydberg scries ip'ns (« = 5,6,7) and two of the 4:p^vd (w = 4,5) have been found, thus 
leading to the derivation of the ionization limits: Z r v 657 600 cm~ ,^ Nb vi S27 300 cm"' and Mo viii 
1 022 800 cm-'. 
INDEX HEADINGS: Spectra; Molybdenum; Niobium; Zirconium. 
In a previous study Jaegl6 and Chaghtai^ recorded 
spectrograms of niobium, making use of the Jaegle's 
2-grating technique^ and 2-m circular spectrograph.^ 
The experiments were carried out in the Laboratoire de 
Chimie Phj'sique de la Faculte des Sciences de Paris. In 
that study, wavelength and intensity measurements 
were reported on the line spectrum of niobium from 
about 165 to about 250 A. Later, I used the same 
spectrograph with a single grating of 1152 lines/mm 
ruled on glass, with an 80° angle of incidence, to record 
the line spectra emitted by multiply ionized Zr, Nb, and 
Mo atoms from about 100 to about 1950 A. The light 
source used consisted of two electrodes with.40-80 kV 
across a spark gap of about 15 mm in I vacuum of the 
order of 10~^ torr. A capacitance of ^/iF and an in-
ductance of 26 mH were used in the ciftuit. 
The spectrograms taken on Kodak (France) S.C.5 
and S.C.7 films show all the accessible spectral orders 
with reasonable intensity, attaining in the 8th order a 
dispersion of 3 mm/A for wavelengths around 248 A 
and an observed resolution of about 0.008 A at 239.5 A. 
A weighted mean of the wavelengths measured in their 
different orders with reference to the Al lines' ^ has 
been used. 
The average sparking potential was found to be 
noticeably diilerent for some spectrograms as compared 
to the rest. This provided a means of separating the 
ionization stages, by a study of the variation of line 
intensity from one spectrogram to the other. 
The measured spectra could be analyzed with the 
help of the adapted Hartree (IIX) calculations made 
specifically for the author by Cowan'' at Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory. The work on the transition as-
signments has been completed in Lund with the help of 
* Present address: Fysiska Iiislilutioncn, Lunds Unii-crsitct, 
Lund, Sweden. 
' P. Jaegle and M. S. Chaghta), Comi)t. Rend. 262, 678 (1966). 
n\ Jaegle, thesis, Univ. Paris (196,'5); J. Phys. lUdium 24, 
179 (1963); Compt. Rend. 259, 533, 4556 (1964); in Internationales 
Symposium Roetitgenspeklrcn und Cliemisclie Binding (Wissen-
schaftliche Zeitschrift, Leipzig, 1965). 
*R. L. Kelly, Vacuum Ultra-Violet hmission Lines (Lawrence 
Radiation Lab., Livermore, Calif., 1957). 
* n. Edlcn, Rept. Progr. Pliys. XXVI, 202 (1963). 
' R. D. Cowan, Phys. Rev. 163, 54 (1967); J. Opt. Soc. Am. 58, 
808, 924 (1968). 
valuable suggestions by Professor Edlen.' A comparison 
with the analogous spectra of the first-transition-period 
elements, particularly with Ti v, vi, and vii studied by 
Svensson and Ekberg,^ proved to be greatly helpful and 
reassuring for my identifications of the '^p-M, Ss transi-
tions in the spectra of Zr, Nb, and Mo, isoelectronic 
with Kr I, Br i, and Se i. 
The spectra of Zr v, Zr vii, Nb viii, and Mo ix have 
been studied for the first time, and the previous analyses 
of Zr VI,' Nb VI and vii,^ and Mo vii and viii' have been 
thoroughly revised. The details of the analyses will be 
published elsewhere; the final results on newly dis-
covered or confirmed energy levels are summarized in 
Tables I-III. 
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Abstract 
Vacuum spark spectra of Zirconium, Niobium and Molybdenum, Term 
analysis ofZr V, Nb VI and Mo VII. Mirza Said-us-Zafar Chaghtai (Labora-
toire de Chimie Physique, Orsay, France, and Physics Department, Lund 
University, Lund, Sweden). 
Physica Scripta {Sweden) 1, 31-35, 1970. 
Recording and measurement of the spectra emitted by Zr, Nb and Mo in 
the vacuum ultra-violet are described, and a term analysis of 4p-nd and 4p-ns 
transitions in the Kr I-like spectra Zr V, Nb VI and Mo VII is reported. 
Introduction 
The author has recently reported [1] 187 energy levels of the 
spectra Zr V, VI, VII, Nb VI, VII, VIII and Mo VII, VIII, IX. 
The experimental technique is briefly described in that article 
as well as in a previous report on wavelength and intensity 
measurements in the spectrum of Niobium from about 165., to 
250 A [10]. The present article gives the details of our term analysis 
of the spectra Zr V, Nb VI and Mo VII, preceded by a more 
complete account of the experimental procedure. Identifications 
in the other two isoelectronic sequences are being published 
separately. 
A. Experimental technique 
Recording of the spectra 
In the work reported in 1966, the use of the 2-grating [9] technique 
permitted us to record pure spectral orders of Nb in the region 
150-300 A. Considerations of reference lines, intensity and time 
led the author later to use the same Jaegle spectrograph with only 
one grating to record the spectra of Zr, Nb and Mo over the 
region 100-1950 A. A single grating with 1152 lines/mm ruled on 
glass was used at 80° angle of incidence to minimize grazing 
incidence aberrations and to favour some longer wavelengths 
useful for reference purposes. This was possible because the 
extraordinary flexibility of the spectrograph offers the choice of an 
incidence angle from 50° to 88°. 
A vacuum spark between two electrodes with about 60 kV 
across a spark gap of about 15 mm in a vacuum of the order of 
10"^  torr was used to excite spectra belonging to ionization stages 
from the 3rd to the 8th of the elements studied. A capacitance 
of 0.5 nV and an inductance of 26 mH were included in the circuit. 
Our spectrograms have been recorded on SC5 and SC7 films 
of Kodak (France), about 18 cm long. These emulsions are 
considered to be 5 to 20 times more sensitive than that of other 
films or plates available for the extreme ultra-violet region. 
Measurements 
We measured the spectrograms on an Abbe comparator and 
calculated the wavelengths on the IBM 1620 of the Laboratoire 
de Chimie Physique, using a polynomial of 3rd or 4th degree over 
a spectral range of 20-50 A [10]. The spectrograms were measured 
at several positions of their width, and the independently calcu-
lated wavelengths were compared. Also, the same wavelengths 
often appeared in many spectral orders permitting the use of 
different reference lines to measure the same spectral region. 
A comparison of the values of the same wavelength obtained under 
these different conditions showed a consistency of the order of 
±0.01 A. We believe, therefore, that the influence of possible 
film deformations has been largely eliminated. A few cases of 
abrupt deformation were observed and the spectrograms con-
cerned rejected. Strong lines appearing in many orders could be 
measured 10 to 20 times; over limited regions a relative accuracy 
of 0.005 A may be claimed for these lines. Faint lines may have 
errors up to 0.02 A. 
Finally, the spectrograms were magnified 25 times on a Kipp 
microphotograph and 20 times on a Joyce Loebl densitograph. 
Wavelengths were rechecked by linear interpolation on photo-
meter tracings, and the intensity of each line was measured. The 
given intensity figures are the averages of densitogram heights 
of spectral lines when recorded at nearly optimum conditions of 
intensity and resolution. All the accessible spectral orders appeared 
on our records with good intensity up to the 5th order, but declined 
considerably from the 6th onwards. In the 8th order of wave-
lengths around 245 A, at a dispersion of about 3 mm/A, the 
resolution was observed to be about 0.008 A. 
We used lines of Al as reference [7, 16] supplemented by those 
previous measurements on Zr, Nb and Mo (compiled by Kelly 
[11]) whose precision could be verified to 0.01 A with reference 
to Al lines. 
Separation of the ionization stages 
The sparking potential in an open spark source fluctuates con-
siderably. The average sparking potential was, however, noticed 
to be unusually high or low for some of our spectrograms. In 
general the spectrograms are dominated by shorter wavelengths 
in their multiple orders, but a careful study revealed on some 
records the presence of sharp lines of good intensity at wave-
lengths up to 1860 A, which belong to lower ionizations according 
to the literature. On a few other records some lines below 200 A, 
apparently belonging to higher ionizations, were found to be 
greatly enhanced. These observations permitted us to sort out 
spectrograms recorded with an unusually low or high average 
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Fig. 1. Niobium spectrum in the re-
gion 920-1080 A. Ionization stages are 
separated by comparing spectrograms 
taken with different average sparking 
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Fig. 2. Intensity versus ionization stage for the three spectrograms of Fig. 1. 
Such diagrams have been drawn 'a posteriori' for every spectrogram stud-
ied. V is the estimated average sparking potential. 
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" Line measured and identified previously, cf. Cliarles [2]. 
sparking potential, leading to the following method of separating 
the different ionization stages. 
In Fig. 1 are reproduced densitograms of three records of 
Nb from 920 to 1080 A, the second, third and fourth orders 
being superimposed on the 1st. A number of lines near 1000 A 
appear in the first order on the record (a) only; they are classified 
by Rico [15] as transitions in Nb IV. Some other lines near 465 A 
in the second order are strong on the record (a) but very faint on 
ib) and (c). Trawick [18] and Charles [2] classified them as 
transitions in Nb V. A third variety of lines appears on three 
records with comparable intensity; they include those at 238.176 
and 248.724 A, classified by Charles as transitions in Nb VI. 
Cowan's calculations ([3], [4] and private communication) con-
firm their identification. Lines of a fourth kind showing up on 
the three records are strong on (c) and faint on {a) and {b). 
They include Charles' verifiable identifications in Nb VII. Lines 
of a last class are strong on (c) but hardly visible on (a) or {b). 
We attribute them to Nb VIII. This observed systematic variation 
of intensity provided a functional connection between ionization 
stage and intensity for most of the records as exemplified in Fig. 2 
for the records of Fig. 1. In this way, ionization stages belonging 
to the sequences of Kr I, Br I and Se I have been separated for the 
present work. 
B. Analysis of Zr V, Nb VI and Mo VH 
Kr I-like spectra 
In neutral atoms of rare gases and isoelectronic ions, the energy 
levels for each combination n, occur in two groups, corresponding 
to the two /-values 3/2 and 1/2 of the core. The structure within 
each of these groups arises from the interaction of the angular and 
spin momenta / and .y of the outer electron with the total angular 
momentum J of the core. As n increases, this interaction weakens 
and the levels, which form groups of 2 and 2 in ns, 6 and 4 in 
np, 8 and 4 in nd, nf etc., come closer to each other and finally 
coalesce to form, for each /?, only two distinct levels, corresponding 
to the levels "Pa/a and "Pya of the core wp". 
In the case of neutral or singly ionized atoms, the transitions 
between various «-groups permit a large part of this complex 
level structure to be observed. But in highly ionized atoms, as in 
the present study, the observations are often limited to transitions 
to the ground level «p° *5o. The restriction to / = 1 for the upper 
level makes the observed spectra very simple, consisting of two 
transitions from ns and at most three from nd for each n. The 
LS coupling is usually a poor approximation for the spectra 
here concerned. The 'pair' coupling jK [5] used in the "Atomic 
Energy Levels" [13] is in general more adequate, but a mixed 
situation often prevails. 
Previous knowledge of the Kr I-like spectra has remained 
rather poor, except of course in the case of Kr I. For the rest of 
the sequence, only two previous studies exist, one on Rb II by 
Laporte et al. [12] and one on Nb VI and Mo VII by Charles 
[2], the latter being fragmentary. The present study of ZrV, 
Nb VI and Mo VII is concerned with the transitions to the ground 
level only. 
Transitions from 5s 
Charles identified the two transitions from Ss^Pi, ^Pi in Nb VI 
and Mo VII as given in Table I. These identifications are con-
firmed by our experimental classification of ionization stages and 
agree within 1 A with Cowan's predictions (loc. cit.). In Zr, these 
transitions are situated in a dense spectral region, because here 
the 4d and 5s levels partly overlap. Intensity comparison shows 
the presence of some strong Zr V lines, two of which at 290.957 
and 304.009 A lie within 1 A of Cowan's predicted positions for 
the transitions from 5s^Pi, »Pi. The 5s^Pi-^Pi interval thus 
found for Zr V, Nb VI and Mo VII shows a regular trend along the 
isoelectronic sequence and is close to the limit interval 4p^ 'Pii^-
"Piii. Therefore the identification of the 4p-5s transitions, as 
given in Table I, may be considered definitive. The evidence is 
illustrated by Fig. 4, using a representation from Edl6n [8]. 
Transitions from 4d 
Charles identified the lines at 325.795 A in Nb VI and 286.294 A 
in Mo VII as transitions from Ad. On our records, the former 
behaves as a Nb VI line and is close to Cowan's calculated posi-
tion for one of the Ap-Ad transitions. Charles' latter line is found 
to belong to a higher ionization of Mo, and we find the analogous 
transition in Mo VII at 292.676 A. It agrees closely with Cowan's 
calculation, is a strong line like the 325 A line of NbVI and is the 
only Mo VII line of this intensity in the region. In Zr we find a 
group of strong lines around 368 A, of which the one at 368.385 A 
belongs to the appropriate ionization and fits well in the iso-
3-701971 Physica Scripta 1 
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electronic comparison with the Nb VI and Mo VII lines. We 
identify these lines as the transitions from ApHd ^Di. 
We further identify the lines at 294.398 A in Zr V (previously 
observed but erroneously classified as Zr VI), 260.351 A in Nb VI 
and 234.328 A in Mo VII with the transition from 4p^4d 'Pi. 
These lines are in good agreement as to wavelength and intensity 
with Cowan's calculations. They belong to the appropriate ioniza-
tion stage according to our experimental classification and give 
a smooth isoelectronic comparison (Fig. 4). The comparison 
reveals, however, that the reported value of 4d^Pi of Rb II is 
smaller than expected and possibly in error. 
The third line of this group representing the transition from 
4d^Pi should be hardly visible according to Cowan, whereas 
on our records strong lines of the appropriate ions appeared near 
the predicted positions of this transition. Therefore, we had 
assigned it with certain hesitation in Nb VI only. Reader and 
Epstein at the National Bureau of Standards have recently identi-
fied the transitions from 4p^4d and 4jP^ 5.s to the ground level in 
Y IV and have kindly sent us a copy of their spectrogram, which 
shows the transition in question as strong as on our plates of the 
neighbouring elements. With this additional help, we confirm 
our Nb VI level value and identify the transition from 4pHd 'Pi 
in Zr V and Mo VII. Reader and Epstein's level values are plotted 
in Fig. 4; they fit well in the isoelectronic diagram except 4rf'Pi 
that shows an appreciable deviation. 
For these spectra. Cowan has calculated almost 100% jj (oijK) 
coupling for ns, almost 100% LS for 4d and highly mixed for 
5d and 6d. However, at least two strong 4p-4d transitions of 
comparable intensity are observed in spectra of the Kr I as well 
as the Ar I sequence [17], whereas the strict LS coupling will 
permit only one transition, p^^So-p^d^P^. Cowan [4] suggests 
that the transition probability, A = 1.9 10" see"!, for the ^S^-^P^ 
line may be so high that the line intensity is determined more 
by the rate of population of the ^Pi state than by the transition 
rate, but admits also that the LS purity may be considerably lower 
.than computed. 
Extension of the series 4p-ns, nd. The series limits 
Charles identified both the transitions from 6^ ' in Nb VI and 
Mo VII, two transitions from 5c? in Nb VI and one from 5d in 
Mo VII. We have been able to separate on our records distinct 
groups of five Nb VI and four Mo VII lines at 165-181 A and 
136-150 A respectively, which include all these identifications of 
Charles. The corresponding group of five Zr V lines has been 
separated at 204-220 A, as given in Table I. 
The isoelectronic comparison to which this group lends itself 
is shown in Fig. 4. The shortest wavelengths are assigned to the 
6s^Pi, 'Pi levels in agreement with Charles as regards Nb VI 
and Mo VII. We identify the other two strong lines as transitions 
from Sd^Pi and 'Di, again confirming Charles' identification of one 
line in each of Nb VI and Mo VII. We also confirm Charles' Nb VI 
identification at 180.548 A as from Sd'P,^ and identify the same 
rather weak transition in Zr V at 220.780 A. These identification 
are well supported by Cowan's calculations as well as by iso-
electronic comparisons. 
The intervals ns'^Pi-'Pi, as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, are to 
the first approximation independent of n and vary regularly 
with f, being comparable with the limit interval 4/)"i'3;2-^-Pi/2-
This fact led us to identify, with the additional help of Cowan's 
calculations, the transitions from Is in Zr V and Nb VI, as given 
in Table I. The series limits could therefore be calculated for the 
two spectra using a 2-parameter Ritz formula n-n*=a+bin*)-'. 
The Mo VII limit was then calculated by assuming the same slope 
for its Ritz line as for Nb VI. It should be remarked, however, 
that in the case of Zr V the nd^Pi level influences the (« + l)i'Pi, 
'Pi levels for n=4 and 5, slightly modifying the interval. It may 
even be possible to interchange the levels Sd'^Pi and 6s'Pi, which 
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Fig. 4. Isoelectronic comparison of Kr I-like spectra. Dotted lines show 
Cowan's theoretical predictions. E is expressed in kilokaysers (1 kK = 
10' cm~^) and t, stands for the net charge of the atomic core. The points for 
Y IV are from Reader and Epstein (private comm.). 
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Abstract 
Term analysis of Zr VI, Nb VII and Mo VIII. Mirza Said-uz-Zafar Chaghtai 
(Laboratoire de Chimie Physique, Orsay, France, and Physics Department, 
Lund University, Lund, Sweden). 
Physica Scripta (Sweden) 1, 109-112, 1970. 
Term analyses of the 4p-M and 4p-5s transitions in Zr VI, Nb VII and 
Mo VIII are described. Interaction between the 4rf and 5s levels is discussed, 
and the whole sequence of Br I-like spectra is briefly reviewed. 
Introduction 
Br I is described in Atomic Energy Levels [7] on the basis of 
work by Kiess and de Bruin from 3 753 to 9 320 A and by Turner 
from 1 232 to 1 632 A. Tech [10] has recently revised and extended 
the observations from 2 067 to 24 100 A. 
On Kr II AEL cites work by de Bruin et al. from 2 080 to 
10 659 A and by Boyce from 559 to 964 A. Minnhagen et al. [6] 
have revised and extended this spectrum in great detail from about 
400 to 2 700 A. 
For the rest of the sequence, work by Tomboulian [11] on 
Rb III and Sr IV, by Paul and Rense [8] on Y V and Zr VI and 
by Charles [2] on Nb VII and Mo VIII treat the configurations 
4sHp^, 4s4p°, 4sHp'4d and 4sHp''5s. However, doubts exist con-
cerning the correctness of some of the results. According to 
Edlen [5, p. 184] the work on Y V must be completely revised. 
In the present study we thoroughly revise the analyses of 
Zr VI, Nb VII and Mo VIII. The spectrograms were obtained by 
means of a vacuum spark and a 2-meter grazing incidence spectro-
graph at the Laboratoire de Chimie Physique, Orsay. For further 
experimental details we refer to Chaghtai [1]. 
General structure of Br I-Iike spectra 
The fwep electrons of the outermost sub-shell of a neutral halogen 
atom give rise to an inverted doublet of ground levels, ^Psn^m. 
A singly ionized halogen atom is left with four p electrons, giving 
five levels, ^Pz.i.o, '-Da and ^S,, in order of increasing energy. 
Thus in a halogen atom and isoelectronic ions there are eight 
np'{n + \)s energy levels, namely i^PyPm.M.m, {^PyP^n.m, 
(^DyDi/2,si2 and (^SySm. The corresponding nd configuration 
forms a group of 28 levels, i'PyP, 'D, "F, ("PyP, W, ^F, (,'^Dys, 
'P, W, 'F, =G and ('SyD. 
We are mainly concerned with the 4d and 5s levels of Br I-like 
spectra, where fourteen 4p-5s and thirty-four 4p-4d transitions 
fulfill the condition A / = 0 , ± 1 , though many of them may be 
faint. It is known that the centre of gravity of the 4d levels is 
higher than that of the 5.s levels in the beginning of such a se-
quence as we are studying. Further up in the sequence the effect of 
the principal quantum number n dominates over that of /, and the 
relative position is reversed. 
An isoelectronic comparison of the 4^ *5.y levels through the 
whole sequence from Br I to Mo VIII is shown in Fig. 1, using a 
representation suggested by Edlen, which renders the isoelectronic 
diagram nearly horizontal. Dotted lines represent Cowan's 
theoretical predictions [3, 4, and private communication]. His 
calculated 4d levels are also included to show that the 4d and 5^ 
levels overlap up to Y V and separate only from Zr VI onwards. 
Their mutual interaction distorts both the 5.s and 4d diagrams 
from Br I to Y V, while from Zr VI onwards the diagrams are 
smooth and regular. The authors of previous work on the spectra 
from Rb III to Mo VIII have presumably tried to establish smooth 
isoelectronic comparisons all along, which led to erroneous results 
because of the 4d-5s overlap up to Y V. 
Transition 4p-5s 
By studying the variation of intensity as described elsewhere 
[1] we separated a group of lines in Zr VI from 236 to 281 A, 
in Nb VII from 197 to 235 A and in Mo VIII from 174 to 199 A. 
It contained some strong lines previously classified as 4p-5s 
transitions (loc. cit.) together with equally strong lines not men-
tioned in the literature. On the other hand, many lines towards 
longer wavelengths that had been classified as 4p-5s transitions 
in these spectra, either did not appear on our records or were 
found to belong to higher ionizations. Correspondence could be 
readily established between individual lines of the observed group 
from one spectrum to the other. Cowan's calculations confirm 
our analysis (Table I), which accounts for all our observed lines. 
The only previous assignments that are confirmed are those 
relating to the Ss'Sm level, which remains above the region of 
the 4d-5s interaction almost from the beginning of the sequence. 
We confirm three other level values in each of the studied spectra 
but revise their designations, and assign the transitions 4/ '"i 'a/j-
5s^D 3/2 , 5/2> 'PK/2 to new lines. 
* Permanent address: Phys. Dept., Muslim Univ., Aligarh, (U.P.), India. 
It is known that transitions between levels with equal n in 
general occupy the same wavelength region in the spectrum of a 
given element, irrespective of the ionization stage of the atom. 
But if n changes in the transition the wavelengths decrease with 
increasing ionization. In the spectra studied here, the successive 
groups of 4p-5s transitions shift well enough with each step of 
ionization to have only a small mutual overlap. For the main part 
they form neat and separate groups of lines because the 4d and 
5s levels in these ions do not overlap either. The 4p-5s groups in 
three successive spectra of Zr, Nb and Mo, isoelectronic with 
Kr I,, Br I and Se I, are shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig 1 Isoelectronic diagrams for the 5i levels in 
Br I like spectra Dotted lines represent Cowan s 
theoretical values for the 5.? levels and a selection 
of 4rf levels E is expressed in kilokaysers (1 kK = 
10'cm )^ £j, IS the centre of gravity of the ground 
levels 4p''2p, ^ ^  j , CT;j=i?(l/42- l/S^) and C is the 
net charge of the atomic core 





























































































































































































































































" Level and designation confirmed 
" Level confirmed, designation revised 
References to previous work Paul and Reuse, 1939 (Zr VII) Charles, 1950 (Nb VII, Mo VIII) 
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4p«-4p355 
n -Jo 
' D 2 - ' P , 
Pl/2-'P3/2 
7 ;^^ . 2. Selected spectral regions showing corresponding lines in Zr, Nb and 
Mo. 
Transitions Ap-Ad 
The wavelengths of the Ap-Ad transitions do not shift appreciably 
with the stage of ionization, and in view of the great breadth of 
the 4J configurations the 4p-4i^ transitions from various ionization 
stages of the same atom overlap almost completely. They can, 
furthermore, be superimposed by the transitions Ad-nf and 
Ad-(ri + \)p that we have not studied so far. Therefore, the result-
ing spectral structure is very complex, and the spectrum can be 
exceedingly dense over certain regions. This makes the chance 
coincidences so frequent that the finding of recurrent frequency 
intervals, on which much of the previous work relied, cannot be 
trusted. 
Results of our investigation into these transitions are graphi-
cally represented in Fig. 3, drawn according to Edlen [5, p. 151]. 
We could correlate the Ad levels of the three members of the se-
quence studied here with those of the first two members, thanks 
to the above cited recent works on Br I and Kr 11. Our assign-
ments of twenty Ap-Ad transitions determine thirteen Ad levels 
in each ion. Cowan's theoretical predictions of wavelengths as 
well as intensities have been used as a guide to establish the term 
analysis of Table 1. K a transition is found in the three spectra 
to be consistently stronger or weaker than theoretically expected, 
the identification is nevertheless retained. Very few previous 
identifications could be confirmed (cf. Tables I and II). 
Discussion 
Fig. 1. and Table 2 show the nice agreement of the experiment 
with theory (loc. cit.) as regards the 5s levels. Also the intensities 
of the Ap~5s transitions comply with theory. The observed Ad 
levels are fairly close to the theoretical predictions (Fig. 3), but 
the intensities of the Ap-Ad transitions show considerable syste-
matic deviations in a number of cases. Agreement with theory m 
wavelengths but discrepancy in intensities has also been observed 
in our work on Ap-Ad transitions in the Kr I- and Se I-like spectra 
[1]. The discrepancies might be due mainly to the difficulties of 
calculating transition probabilities in the case of such a mixed 
coupling as the Ad configurations exhibit. 
There is no confusion as regards parentages of the 5s levels. 
In the case of the Ad levels, parentages are assigned on the basis 
of the order in which the parent levels occur, which leads to the 






( 'S)2D3,2 (3P) 




^ (3p , 1.^'J} 
4p^4d 
Fig. 3. Isoelectronic diagrams for 4rf levels in 
Br I-liko spectra. Notations as m Fig. 1. 
Cowan's calculated parentage, if different 
from ours, is indicated at the right hand side 
of the level designation. 
Brl Krn Rbl Srn YY ZvW NbVn MoW 
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* Wavelength measured previously, cf. Paul and Rense, 1939 (Zr VI); 
Charles, 1950 (Nb VII, Mo VIII). 
Cowan's calculated parentage, when different, is given at the 
right hand side of the level designation in Fig. 3. 
Remarks on other spectra of the sequence 
Tech's new values for 4^4^"%/2 and AsHp^Ss'^Sm, "^Dsn in Br I 
fit well in the isoelectronic diagrams. He reports the ''I>6/2 level 
lower than the ''£'3/2, in agreement with the heavier ions in the 
sequence. In Kr II i^)6/2 is reported higher than the ^D^n, and 
Minnhagen confirms this order on the basis of a large number of 
5s-5p transitions. It remains to be explained why this inversion 
of 5i^D occurs for Kr 11. 
In Rb III and Sr IV, the 5.y levels with / = 5/2 are not known, 
and the reported 5J^JPI/2,3/2 levels impart an abnormal distortion 
to the isoelectronic diagrams (Fig. \). Here may lie the origin of 
an error that influenced previous identifications of the is^P levels 
up to Mo VIII. Of the 4c?levels in Rb III and Sr IV, only 4(f(=P)*i)i,2 
appears acceptable as judged from Fig. 3. The isoelectronic com-
parison improves by changing the level designations Adi'DyDs/^, 
^Psn to ^P3/2,iii in Rb III and Sr IV. Both these spectra are in 
need of a reinvestigation. 
Reader and Epstein's [9] recently reported value of the 4s4p''^St 
level in Y V has been included in Fig. 1. 
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Fhysica Scripta (Sweden) 1, 104-108, 1970. 
Term analyses of the transitions 4p - Ad and Ap - 5s in Zr VII, Nb VIII and 
Mo IX are reported. A total of 143 lines has been identified and 81 energy 
levels are established in these previously unknown spectra. The whole iso-
clectronic sequence of Se I-like spectra is briefly reviewed. 
Introduction 
The first spectrum of Selenium, Se I, has been studied by Ruedy 
and Gibbs [14,15] from 300 to 11000 A, by Meissner [10] and by 
Meissner et al. [11] from 3 588 to 9 665 A. The two wavelength 
lists are, according to Moore [12], astonishingly discordant. 
Present information on inany configurations is fragmentary and a 
new study of the spectrum is much needed. 
Rao [13] in his extensive study of Br II from 350 to 10 000 A 
has revised the previous work reported in "Atomic Energy 
Levels" [12]. Martin and Tech [9] have improved upon the 
precision of some measurements in a study of Br II from about 
600 to 11 000 A. 
The AEL data on Kr III are based on studies by Humphreys 
[8] from 2 116 to 7 353 A and by Boyce [1] from 516 to 1 923 A. 
No work has been reported on any spectrum of this sequence 
beyond Kr III. The present study concerns Se I-like spectra of 
zirconium, niobium and molybdenum. The experimental details 
are given elsewhere [2]. 
General structure of Se I-like spectra 
The four equivalent p electrons in the ground configuration of a 
Se atom or an isoelectronic ion give rise to the levels 'Pa i o, 
^Di and '^o in order of increasing energy. Except for 454^^ and 
4s4p^ nl, all the excited levels are built on the parent levels ^San, 
^Ds/i, 5/2 and 'Pin, 3/2, which arise from three equivalent;? electrons. 
For 4p''ns («>5), we get the ten levels 'S2, ''^'i, ''i^ia.s, ^D^, 
="^ 0,1,2 and ^Pi. Thirty-five 4p-ns transitions are allowed by the 
selection rule A7=0, ± 1 for each value of n, but some of them are 
expected to be faint. 
Each of the configurations 4/?W (n > 4) gives rise to thirty-eight 
levels, namely ("Sy-'D, {Wy-^S, P, D, F, G) and {'Py'\P,D,F). 
Ninety-seven 4p-?id transitions are possible for each n according 
to A / = 0 , ± 1 , but many of them will be too faint to be observed. 
The nd levels with / = 4 or 5 have no allowed transition to levels 
of the ground configuration. 
* Permanent address: Phys. Dept., Muslim Univ., Aligarh, (U.P.), India. 
Transitions 4p-5s 
By comparing the intensities on spectrograms recorded with 
different average sparking potentials [2] we could separate a 
group of lines belonging to Zr VII at 220-250 A and to Nb VIII 
at 180-210 A. In accordance with calculations by Cowan [4,5, and 
private communications] and with isoelectronic extrapolation 
we identity these groups as due to Ap-5s transitions. The cor-
responding group of Mo IX is very faint on our Orsay spectro-
grams, only five lines being measurable, but is confirmed by 
observations recently made at Lund. The observed level combina-
tions are given in Tables I-III and the line lists in Table IV. 
An isoelectronic comparison of the levels of 4/>* and Ap^Ss 
through the whole sequence from Se I to Mo IX is shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2, using a representation suggested by Edlen. The 
dotted lines represent Cowan's theoretical predictions (loc. cit.). 
His calculated Ad levels are also included in Fig. 2 to show that 
the Ad and 5.$ levels overlap more or less up to Y VI and separate 
completely only from Zr VII onwards. 
The smooth run of the curves in Figs. 1 and 2 confirms the 
identifications. The small irregularities shown in Fig. 2 for the 
first three elements of the sequence can be explained by interac-
tions of AsHp^Ss with AsAp^ and AsHpHd. Even larger irregularities 
can be expected from the 5s-Ad interaction in the intervenient 
elements Kb, Sr and Y, whose spectra are still unknown in this 
sequence. 
The theoretically expected crossing of the levels 'Po and 'Pi 
of 4/7* [6, p. 116] is seen from Fig. 1 to occur between Sr V and 
Y VI. It is a consequence of the change in the relative strength 
of electrostatic to magnetic interaction causing a transition from 
LS to jj coupling. The levels ^Di 2 of Ap'Ss are also found to cross 
over near Y VI (Fig. 2). 
It is evident that for the spectra described here the LS coupling 
is a poor approximation. Fig. 2 shows that the Ap^Ss terms in 
Zr VII, Nb VIII and Mo IX are well disposed to the pair coupling 
[{lihsi)Ks2]J as described by Cowan and Andrew [6], the pairs 
being i'P.'P^), ePi 'Po), i'D.'D,), {W,W,) and CS^'S^). How-
ever, the LS notation is retained in order to facilitate isoelectronic 
comparison by using the same notation throughout the sequence. 
Transitions 4p-4d 
Fig. 3 illustrates the difficulty of correlating the Ad levels of the 
first three members of the sequence with those of the members 
now studied. The overlapping of 4p-4d transitions from different 
ions of the same atom renders the identification work difficult in 
general, and in the case of the first few spectra of the sequence 
the difficulties are aggravated by the additional overlap of 
4sHp'5s and AsAp^ with AsHpHd. Change of coupling also causes 
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29 723 341 008 
29 714 412 300 
Table II. Nb VIII, observed terms and their combinations (in cm~^) 
Ap'- 3 p 
14 545 ACT 16 822 ACT ACT 31 228 ACT 
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Table III. Mo IX, observed terms and their combinations {in cm~^) 
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Sel BrD KrDI Rbff SrY ym Zr HI NfaOT MoK 
Fig 1 Isoelectronic comparison of the ground configuration levels of Se I-
like spectra f is the net charge of the atomic core The dotted lines represent 
- - - (^ P)^ D2 
?P)^D,'-
Ap3/;d - W D , 
Set Br n Krm PbB? SrV YH ZrW NfaW MoK 
the theoretical position according to Cowan E is expressed m kilokaysers p,g 3 Observed and theoretically predicted (dotted lines) 4pHd levels in 
(1 kK=IO cm ) gg jjjj^g spectra Cowan's designations, if different from ours in Zr VH-
Mo IX, are given in the centre of the figure Cf also legends to Figs 1 and 2. 
50 








Zrmi NbCm MoIX 
Fig 2 Comparison of the 4/j'5i levels through the sequence of Se Mike 
spectra Included are also the observed"levels of As^p^ and Cowan's theo-
retical values for selected levels of 4pMrf (dotted lines) E„ = centre of gravity 
of V P . 0;y=J?(l/42-l/52) 
drastic changes m relative positions and combining properties of 
the 4rf levels. For example, transitions from (*S)4C? J^D and ^D 
are conspicuous m Se I-Kr III, but in Zr VII-Mo IX the transi-
tions from ^D are barely observable, and those from ^D could not 
be found at all. 
Cowan's calculations greatly aided the identification of the 
Ap-^d transitions, for which the point of departure was the 
discovery of 4p*-intervals among some strong Nb VIII lines near 
250 A. Correspondence was soon established with Zr VII lines 
near 280 A and Mo IX lines near 230 A. Other strong lines at 
somewhat longer wavelengths could be similarly correlated in 
each of these spectra. Observed term combinations are given in 
Tables 1-3 and the wavelengths are listed in Table IV. 
Discussion 
In the analysis of Se I-like spectra, as compared to the Br I and 
Kr I sequences, the difficulties caused by the greater complexity 
are somewhat compensated by the fact that each excited level 
has more ground configuration levels to combine with. As seen 
in Figs 1 and 2, and Table IV, the Ap and 5s terms are in good 
agreement with Cowan's computations. This applies, also, to the 
intensities of the Ap-is transitions. For the Ad levels the agreement 
IS not so close (Fig. 3), and the observed intensities of the Ap-Ad 
transitions show considerable deviations from theory, except for 
the shorter wavelengths. The highly mixed coupling for the Ad 
configuration may be one of the principal reasons for these 
discrepancies. 
It will also be noted that the isoelectronic diagrams for some Ad-
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levels, e.g. {^Pyo^ and {Wyp^, ^P,., axe. not as smooth as one 
should wish. The level CP)4d^D2 merits a particular mention as 
in each one of the three spectra it gives two strong transitions to 
^Ps and Ws of 4p'^ with a correct interval and thus seems experi-
mentally well established. 
Designations and parentages present no complication as 
regards the 5s levels but are more open to discussion for 4d. 
Cowan calculates that in a sizeable number of cases two or more 
levels are mixed in almost equal proportions according to all 
the four schemes tried, namely LS, jj, jK and LK. The ambi-
guities are particularly apparent for the levels in the lower half 
of Fig. 3. We have tried to adopt parentages in conformity with 
the assignments made by previous authors in the first three 
spectra, but in many cases the correlation of levels through the 
sequence is difficult to establish in a unique way. Analyses of 
the intermediate spectra Rb IV, Sr V and Y VI are needed before 
the situation can be improved any further. 
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J Ot>^  £cc 4'wv -/'??'-/ 
1.ETTERS TO THE EOJTOR VoI.«f 
(•RtftJ.-"J J« Marc*) 19:1( 
Ifili* 
I V js^ ficlv 'rf «i;>«--rri frtrnj hipWy isKfiizfd af<irrw has jniTwd new 
ijT>ft<frt«J><fc "oiw t h - artTf«>>ijwi?t.* hfcame interr«tfd espedally 
jti if-« !ih'ir» w«*-F rtcv/n. In recent years, mimm>«<! sntdici have 
e».i»^t'e<J the "Jitta tjiaj a.5rt«dy r^>5!«5 or- itcwiic sjvcclra, hoi Xht 
itA'i'->ri»ii<m <m tJ-<».- J)»ph!>- ionized » t w m h e a r k r th*r» irem is stiU 
v< V rfi<»i;vr a!7'] olten frrO'Bcou';. r>uririe my s lsy iti France 
(•^ Ofi.^  fM), I re-.o'r)«^, on ' the d r a j ' s r Jafp?<- «j>ectrr)Rrapli' of the 
J^>w>f«l/rirt (J- ChrniM- T-»)yt.»rjue *l Orvij ' , spectra of zirconium, 
ni'>I«uin, «i»d fit').. MfT'oni from a'irwjl 100 !0 2000 A Th« tine 
lint* j<rc}ia'«<J al (>r«<iy bftvt CTitWf^ me to W ntify transitions in 
f'lur- to <!.if-tin>f(i->miiz«3 zirconium, five- to »«n.-cn-»im€»-5onized 
niolmJTi, «"'< «it- to '•iebt-tifnes-wniaed mol>hdenum.* N"ow it is 
prtimiiik Ui re^rr* »h' 4/^~4/''5j t ramatJaw in eight-times-ionized 
nirth'wrn. 
Sh tx if ij"x*lectr'mic « i t h A s i . Only tbc first four members of 
thix (w^ti<^c' hsv« >>ccn *to'3ipd.*' In these spectra, the pr<*und 
«ot>fiptirBt»<jn ^p* has five U-vel», ' ^ i , ' / ? M , «nd ' P i f . The con-
fiKurtt'ion 4//'5» OT^^«i^l^ of eight ]evrh; CJf) '5( , ( ' / K ' / ' M ) . and 
CDCI'i J. ' / ' ( J j). T?)c {larfTiUgc wjfl not be OKntioncd furtJjer, 
a« ih»Tt IB n<t wmfuRion in thi« rcsrard ass, far as these levels arc 
C()ti(:ct-tic(i The coujdinr is far from pure / - j and transitions 
ttpiw«Mm li'vHjt of WifTcrcnt muliiplicitiM are commonly observed 
ti) ilii» Ap'^i Ifvcjfi. The /-+<-k-ci)on ru!(» {icrmit 35 transitions 
)MM»-<«IT) </;» and 4/;''5», but many -f them arc cxjieclcd to lie weak, 
ttn, f.K., caU'uiatfd \ry ("owan' by hi» adapted Hartree (HX) 
m<Mh<Kl. . 
'J'hc Aft !>6 iranwiion* have t<ccn recently idcniificd in Nb y i n 
fiorii ab<mi IW) to 210 A along with those in N b vit and Xb VI a t 
lonjfpr w»v('i''nK(ht>.' The ioni^^tion stages were sci>arRtc<l by 
KtudyiijR ihr vaiirfiiora of line inienMiy as a function .if the soark 
v o h a p ' (ulioul 4<) 70 kV) rekicjohiiilc for the ennssion of the rc-
0'rd«'i1 KjK'c ,(H. A c.'ircfu) B(«dy of the line inteiihitics haves no 
doubf ihiii N'bix lincii exi%t on our,s|»cclroBrams in various 
n'Kionh, piir(i<-u!ttr!>'(rom about U»Su>iyS A. l i \ w e l l . nowntha t 
ifi Si ir«nMitiunii sluli isyMfmaticxlly to shorter wavelengths In 
poinj! u> the hiRhrr joniv^tionii;. Thcjcfore, on the additional 
HupiHtri of ihwUftnmicfxirajKtlaUxn of the aN'ailable daia in ihis 
h<'')Ucn«-«'* and die t 'owwi olculutiuiis (Rrf. 5 and a private 
conihiuniiuiioii), I uUnlify the 4/>-5i transilions of Nb ix re-
|H)ried hi-rt« The waNelcngth rv^jion c incenie<l is rich in spectral 
illK-H, bul the reported lines have tx^en isolated fron^ lines of lower 
JoniMiioiib «m \nteiiwty-variaiion corvideralions. The fact that 
moM ol the liiKs. iron lower ioni/ations in this region are already 
daasilied laaliiiiu>d my i,.-Ji. Thereiort , the fretjicncy analysis, 
Riven in Table 1 in the form of array* ui con»bina»ions, can bt 
reiird upon 'I'hf Jme ai 1SS.383 A stands out as the only line of 
tiie 1-1 |U <d inieuMiy and ioniiation a t I'ue pU e whtrc the 
0!*iea.-d n.iHhin«i c.uld IK- )w>ked for- Therefore, it c ..uld be 
idi-milied aljine. CI«iM>in«l l ints arc given in Table H , 
A^ ilie measureniem* aie not dainiod to l>e more accurate than 
Xxmtn t | . CUswifliMt lfn«« o» N'l> rx. 
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0 01 A, the intervals obtainable from Table I (not exjiUcitly fiivcn, 
for the sake of simplicity) are in good agreement. The error in the 
energy level, AH, can be taken tobe of the order of 25 cm"'. The ; 
wavelengths agree with Cowan's predictions to al>out 1 A, the St 
energy levels to 0.5%, three Ap* intervals to IW cm' ' , an ! one U> 
200 cm"'. The intensities are found to be roughly in the ratio as 
he calculated. 
I am highly indebted to Prof. Y. Cauchois and Dr. P. Jaegl^ 
for the experimental recording of the Nb spectrum at Orsay. 
Dr. R. D. Cowan's generous gift of calculations (IJ>S Alamoi' 
1967) will remain helpful to my work for a.long time to come. I , 
sittccrciv thank the referee for many constructive tuggcsticms. fc-
improvements incorporated in this letter. 
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